A method and system for communicating between isolation environments

within the first isolation environment according to this retrieved user setting information. A second isolation environment is initialized with a second installation scope that is associated with the first application. The second isolation environment further includes a user scope that contains the first application profile. User setting information is retrieved from the first application profile and used to configure the first application. The first application is further executed within the second isolation environment according to the retrieved user setting information.
This application relates generally to communication between applications. In particular, the application relates to communication between applications isolated from each other and located within an isolation environment.

Solutions for alleviating problems with application sociability and compatibility include those that isolate the execution of applications such that the applications have access to a unique set of native resources specific to both the user executing the application and to the application. In some solutions, applications that require the presence of additional applications during isolation are isolated within isolation environments that include both an application executed by the user and additional supporting applications that execute when the user-executed application runs. Each time a main application requires the assistance of a supporting application, a new isolation environment is created that includes both the main application and the supporting application. Resources used by supporting applications are re-generated each time an isolation environment that includes an instance of the supporting application executes. Changes made to the resources by the supporting applications are confined to the isolation environment within which the change is made, and when a supporting application executes in a different isolation environment, the changes made are not preserved. Changes made to user-specified and application-specific resources by the supporting applications are retained within the isolation environment where the change is made, and when a supporting application executes in a different isolation environment, the changes made are not preserved. Rather changes are specific to the isolation environment within which the change is made, and application settings are not shared amongst multiple instances of an application executing within the same user session.

In one aspect, a system for aggregating installation scopes within an isolation environment, is shown and described. The system includes a means for defining an isolation environment that is used to encompass an aggregation of installation scopes. The system also includes a means for creating a first association between a first application and a first installation scope. Prior to creation of the first association, a request is made to execute the first application. The system further includes a means for determining a requirement associated with the first application, where this requirement identifies a requirement for the presence of a second application within the isolation environment. In response to this requirement, an image of the required second application is mounted onto a second installation scope to create a second association between the second application and the second installation scope. The system includes a means for associating the first installation scope with the second installation scope, and creating a third association between the aggregation of the first installation scope and the second installation scope within a third installation scope. Each of the first association, the second association, and the third association are stored by the system, and the requested first application is launched, by the system, into the isolation environment.

In one aspect, a system for retrieving native resources from a first isolation environment is shown and described. The system includes a means for intercepting a request for a native resource. Requests for the native resource are generated by a first application associated with a first installation scope that is included within the first isolation environment. A search is performed, using means provided by the system, within the first installation scope for a native resource that corresponds to the requested native resource. When there is a failure to locate a corresponding native resource within the first installation scope, a determination is made, using means provided by the system, as to whether or not there is an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope. The second installation scope can be a representation of an image of a second application, where the second application is located within a second isolation environment. The system includes a means for searching within the second installation scope, for a native resource that corresponds to the requested native resource. The system further retrieves an instance of the requested native resource, located within the second isolation scope, and responds to the request for the native resource that includes the retrieved instance of the native resource.

In one aspect, a system for associating installation scopes to facilitate updating instances of native resources, is shown and described. The system includes a means for executing a first application within a first isolation environment, and a third application within a second isolation environment. The system includes a means for intercepting a request for a native resource, where the native resource can be used in a third application that is associated with a third installation scope located within the second isolation environment. A failure to locate the native resource within the third installation scope leads to determining, using a means provided by the system, an association between the third installation scope and a second installation scope that represents an image of a second application. The system further includes a means...
for retrieving an instance of the requested native resource that is located within the second installation scope. The retrieved instance of the requested native resource is updated and returned to the second installation scope. Another request to retrieve the native resource is intercepted by the system. This request is sent by the first application associated with a first installation scope located within the first isolation environment. A failure to locate, within the first installation scope, a native resource that corresponds to the requested native resource causes a determination to be made, using a means provided by the system, as to whether or not an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope exists. If such an association exists, then the system retrieves an instance of the updated native resource located within the second installation scope and returns the retrieved instance to the first application.

[0006] In one aspect, an isolation environment for facilitating the transfer of resource information between installation scopes is shown and described. The isolation environment includes a first installation scope that represents a first application, where the first application executes according to an executable component within the first installation scope. Also included within the isolation environment is a second installation scope that represents a second application. The second installation scope is also associated with the first installation scope via an aggregation of the first installation scope within the second installation scope. A virtual scope is included within the isolation environment. The virtual scope represents an aggregation of the first installation scope and the second installation scope. The virtual scope also provides access to resource information located in the first installation scope and resource information located in the second installation scope.

[0007] In one aspect a method for retrieving user setting information from a user scope that contains an application profile, is shown and described. The method shown includes initializing a first isolation environment that includes a first installation scope associated with a first application. The first isolation environment includes a user scope that contains a first application profile that further corresponds to the first application. User setting information associated with the configuration of the first application, is retrieved from the first application profile. The first application executes within the first isolation environment according to this retrieved user setting information. The method further includes initializing a second isolation environment with a second installation scope that is associated with the first application. The second isolation environment further includes a user scope that contains the first application profile. User setting information is retrieved from the first application profile and used to configure the first application. The first application is further executed within the second isolation environment according to the retrieved user setting information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The following figures depict illustrative embodiments of the method and system described herein. These figures are intended to illustrate and not limit the method and system described herein.

[0009] FIG. 1A is a block diagram that illustrates an embodiment of a remote-access, networked environment with a client machine that communicates with a server.

[0010] FIGS. 1B and 1C are block diagrams that illustrate an embodiment of computing machines for practicing the methods and system described herein.

[0011] FIG. 2A is a block diagram of an embodiment of a computing machine with an isolation environment.

[0012] FIG. 2B is a block diagram of an embodiment of a multi-user computing machine with an isolation environment.

[0013] FIG. 2C is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method of launching an application into an isolation environment.

[0014] FIGS. 3A and 3B are flowcharts of an embodiment of a method of aggregating instances of native resources into a single native resource instance.

[0015] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a virtual scope.

[0016] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method of retrieving an instance of a native resource.

[0017] FIG. 6A is a flowchart showing an embodiment of a method for virtualizing access to native resources on a computing machine.

[0018] FIG. 6B is a flowchart showing an embodiment of a method for identifying a replacement instance of a resource while in execute mode.

[0019] FIG. 6C is a flowchart showing an embodiment of a method for identifying a literal resource when a request to open a native resource is received that indicated the resource is being opened with the intention of modifying it.

[0020] FIG. 6D is a flowchart showing an embodiment of a method for identifying, while in install mode, the literal resource when a request to create a virtual resource is received.

[0021] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method for installing an application within an installation scope.

[0022] FIG. 8 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for opening an entry in a file system within the described virtualized environment.

[0023] FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for deleting an entry from a file system within the described virtualized environment.

[0024] FIG. 10 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for enumerating entries in a file system within the described virtualized environment.
FIG. 11 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for creating an entry in a file system within the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 11A is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for creating a file entry in the file system within the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for cycling through more than one installation scope.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for cycling through more than one installation scope.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for opening a registry key within the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for deleting a registry key within the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for enumerating sub-keys of a key in a registry database within the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for creating a registry key in the described virtualized environment.

FIG. 18 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for cycling through more than one installation scope.

FIG. 19 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for cycling through more than one installation scope.

FIG. 20 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of a method for virtualizing access to named objects.

FIG. 21A is a block diagram of an embodiment of a multi-user computing machine with an isolation environment.

FIG. 21B is a block diagram of an embodiment of a virtual scope.

FIG. 21E is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method of aggregating instances of native resources into a single native resource instance.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Computing Environment Providing Application Isolation

Fig. 1A illustrates one embodiment of a computing environment 101 that includes one or more client machines 102A-102N in communication with servers 106A-106N, and a network 104 installed in between the client machines 102A-102N and the servers 106A-106N. In some embodiments, client machines 102A-102N may be referred to as a single client machine 102 or a single group of client machines 102, while servers 106 may be referred to as a single server 106 or a single group of servers 106. Another embodiment includes a single client machine 102 communicating with more than one server 106; another embodiment includes a single server 106 communicating with more than one client machine 102. Yet another embodiment includes a single client machine 102 communicating with a single server 106.

A client machine 102 within the computing environment may in some embodiments, be referenced by anyone of the following terms: client machine(s) 102; client(s); client computer(s); client device(s); client computing device(s); client node(s); endpoint(s); endpoint node(s); second machine; or any other naming convention that denotes a second device connected to a first device such that operation of the second device is dependent in part on operations performed by the first device. The server 106 in some embodiments may be referenced by any one of the following terms: server(s), server farm(s), host computing device(s), first machine(s), or any other naming convention that denotes a first device connected to a second device, where the first device can manage, at least in part, the operation of the second device.

The client machine 102 can in some embodiments execute, operate or otherwise provide an application that can be anyone of the following: software; a program; executable instructions; a web browser; a web-based client; a client-server application; a thin-client computing client; an ActiveX control; a Java applet; software related to voice over internet protocol (VoIP) communications like a soft IP telephone; an application for streaming video and/or audio; an application for facilitating real-time-data communications; a HTTP client; a FTP client; an Oscar client; a Telnet client; or any other type and/or form of executable instructions capable of executing on client machine 102. Still other embodiments may include a computing environment 101 with an application that is any of either server-based or remote-based, and an application that is executed on the server 106 on behalf of the client machine 102. Further embodiments of the computing environment 101 include a server 106 configured to display output graphical data to a client machine 102 using a thin-client or remote-display protocol, where the protocol used can be anyone of the following protocols: the Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) protocol manufactured by Citrix Systems, Inc. of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida; or the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) manufactured by the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington.

The computing environment 101 can, in some embodiments, include more than one server 106A-106N where the servers 106A-106N are: grouped together as a single server 106 entity, logically-grouped together in a server farm 106; geographically dispersed and logically grouped together in a server farm 106, located proximate to each other and logically grouped together in a server farm 106. Geographically dispersed servers 106A-106N within a server farm 106 can, in some embodiments, communicate using a WAN, MAN, or LAN, where different geographic regions can be characterized as: different continents; different regions of a continent; different countries; different states; different cities;
different campuses; different rooms; or any combination of the preceding geographical locations. In some embodiments the server farm 106 may be administered as a single entity or in other embodiments may include multiple server farms 106. The computing environment 101 can include more than one server 106A-106N grouped together in a single server farm 106 where the server farm 106 is heterogeneous such that one server 106A-106N is configured to operate according to a first type of operating system platform (e.g., WINDOWS NT, manufactured by Microsoft Corp. of Redmond, Washington), while one or more other servers 106A-106N are configured to operate according to a second type of operating system platform (e.g., Unix or Linux), while another server 106A-106N is configured to operate according to a first type of operating system platform (e.g., WINDOWS NT), while another server 106A-106N is configured to operate according to a second type of operating system platform (e.g., Unix or Linux); or more than one server 106A-106N is configured to operate according to a first type of operating system platform (e.g., WINDOWS NT) while more than one of the other servers 106A-106N are configured to operate according to a second type of operating system platform (e.g., Unix or Linux).

[0043] The computing environment 101 can in some embodiments include a server 106 or more than one server 106 configured to provide the functionality of anyone of the following server types: a file server; an application server; a web server; a proxy server; an appliance; a network appliance; a gateway; an application gateway; a gateway server; a virtualization server; a deployment server; an SSL VPN server; a firewall; a web server; an application server or as a master application server; a server 106 configured to operate as an active direction; a server 106 configured to operate as an application accelerator application that provides firewall functionality, application functionality, or load balancing functionality, or other type of computing machine configured to operate as a server 106. One embodiment of the computing environment 101 where the server 106 comprises an appliance, the server 106 can be an appliance manufactured by anyone of the following manufacturers: the Citrix Application Networking Group; Silver Peak Systems, Inc; Riverbed Technology, Inc.; F5 Networks, Inc.; or Juniper Networks, Inc. Some embodiments include a server 106 with the following functionality: a first server 106A that receives requests from a client machine 102, forwards the request to a second server 106B, and responds to the request generated by the client machine with a response from the second server 106B; acquires an enumeration of applications available to the client machines 102 and address information associated with a server 106 hosting an application identified by the enumeration of applications; presents responses to client requests using a web interface; communicates directly with the client 102 to provide the client 102 with access to an identified application; receives output data, such as display data, generated by an execution of an identified application on the server 106.

[0044] The server 106 can be configured to execute any one of the following applications: an application providing a thin-client computing or a remote display presentation application; any portion of the CITRIX ACCESS SUITE by Citrix Systems, Inc. like the METAFRAME or CITRIX PRESENTATION SERVER; MICROSOFT WINDOWS Terminal Services manufactured by the Microsoft Corporation; or an ICA client, developed by Citrix Systems, Inc. Another embodiment includes a server 106 configured to execute an application so that the server may function as an application server such as anyone of the following application server types: an email server that provides email services such as MICROSOFT EXCHANGE manufactured by the Microsoft Corporation; a web or Internet server; a desktop sharing server; or a collaboration server. Still other embodiments include a server 106 that executes an application that is anyone of the following types of hosted server applications: GOTOMEETING provided by Citrix Online Division, Inc.; WEBEX provided by WebEx, Inc. of Santa Clara, California; or Microsoft Office LIVE MEETING provided by Microsoft Corporation.

[0045] Client machines 102 may function in some embodiments, as a client node seeking access to resources provided by a server 106, or as a server 106 providing other clients 102A-102N with access to hosted resources. One embodiment of the computing environment 101 includes a server 106 that provides the functionality of a master node. Communication between the client machine 102 and either a server 106 or servers 106A-106N can be established via any of the following methods: direct communication between a client machine 102 and a server 106A-106N in a server farm 106; a client machine 102 that uses a program neighborhood application to communicate with a server 106A-106N in a server farm 106; or a client machine 102 that uses a network 104 to communicate with a server 106A-106N in a server farm 106. One embodiment of the computing environment 101 includes a client machine 102 that uses a network 104 to request that applications hosted by a server 106A-106N in a server farm 106 execute, and uses the network 104 to receive from the server 106A-106N graphical display output representative of the application execution. In other embodiments, a master node provides the functionality required to identify and provide address information associated with a server 106 hosting a requested application. Still other embodiments include a master node that can be anyone of the following: a server 106A-106N within the server farm 106; a remote computing machine connected to the server farm 106 but not included within the server farm 106; a remote computing machine connected to a client 102 but not included within a group of client machines 102; or a client machine 102.

[0046] The network 104 between the client machine 102 and the server 106 is a connection over which data is transferred between the client machine 102 and the server 106. Although the illustration in Fig. I.A depicts a network 104 connecting the client machine 102 to the servers 106, other embodiments include a computing environment 101 with client machines 102 installed on the same network as the servers 106. Other embodiments can include a computing
environment 101 1 with a network 104 that can be any of the following: a local-area network (LAN); a metropolitan area
network (MAN); a wide area network (WAN); a primary network 104 comprised of multiple sub-networks 104'; located
between the client machines 102 and the servers 106; a primary public network 104 with a private sub-network 104'; a
primary private network 104 with a public sub-network 104'; or a primary private network 104 with a private sub-network
104'. Still further embodiments include a network 104 that can be any of the following network types: a point to point
network; a broadcast network; a telecommunications network; a data communication network; a computer network; an
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network; a SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) network; a SDH (Synchronous
Digital Hierarchy) network; a wireless network; a wireline network; a network 104 that includes a wireless link where the
wireless link can be an infrared channel or satellite band; or any other network type able to transfer data from client
machines 102 to servers 106 and vice versa to accomplish the methods and systems described herein. Network topology
may differ within different embodiments, possible network topologies include: a bus network topology; a star network
topology; a ring network topology; a repeater-based network topology; a tiered-star network topology; or any other
network topology able to transfer data from client machines 102 to servers 106, and vice versa, to accomplish the methods
and systems described herein. Additional embodiments may include a network 104 of mobile telephone networks that
use a protocol to communicate among mobile devices, where the protocol can be anyone of the following: AMPS; TDMA;
CDMA; GSM; GPRS UMTS; or any other protocol able to transmit data among mobile devices to accomplish the systems
and methods described herein.

[0047] Illustrated in Fig. 1B is an embodiment of a computing device 100 that can function as a client machine 102
and a server 106 illustrated in Fig. 1A. Included within the computing device 100 is a system bus 150 that communicates
with the following components: a central processing unit 121; a main memory 122; storage memory 128; an input/output
(I/O) controller 123; display devices 124A-124N; an installation device 116; and a network interface 118. In one embod-
iment, the storage memory 128 includes: an operating system, software routines, and a client agent 120. The I/O controller
123, in some embodiments, is further connected to a key board 126, and a pointing device 127. Other embodiments
may include an I/O controller 123 connected to more than one input/output device 130A-130N.

[0048] Fig. 1C illustrates an embodiment of a computing device 100, that can function as a client machine 102 and a
server 106. Included within the computing device 100 is a system bus 150 that communicates with: a bridge 170, and
a first I/O device 130A. In another embodiment, the bridge 170 is in further communication with the central processing
unit 121, where the central processing unit 121 can further communicate with a second I/O device BOB, a main memory
122, and a cache memory 140. Included within the central processing unit 121, are I/O ports, a memory port 103, and
a main processor.

[0049] Embodiments of the computing machine 100 can include a central processing unit 121 characterized by anyone
of the following component configurations: logic circuits that respond to and process instructions fetched from the main
memory unit 122; a microprocessor unit, such as: those manufactured by Intel Corporation; those manufactured by
Motorola Corporation; those manufactured by Transmeta Corporation of Santa Clara, California; the RS/6000 processor
such as those manufactured by International Business Machines; a processor such as those manufactured by Advanced
Micro Devices; or any other combination of logic circuits capable of executing the systems and methods described
herein. Still other embodiments of the central processing unit 122 may include any combination of the following:
a microprocessor, a microcontroller, a central processing unit with a single processing core, a central processing unit
with two processing cores, or a central processing unit with more than one processing cores.

[0050] One embodiment of the computing machine 100 includes a central processing unit 121 that communicates
with cache memory 140 via a secondary bus also known as a backside bus, while another embodiment of the computing
machine 100 includes a central processing unit 121 that communicates with cache memory via the system bus 150.
The local system bus 150 can, in some embodiments, also be used by the central processing unit to communicate with
more than one type of I/O devices 130A-130N. In some embodiments, the local system bus 150 can be anyone of the
following types of buses: a VESA VL bus; an ISA bus; an EISA bus; a MicroChannel Architecture (MCA) bus; a PCI bus;
a PCI-X bus; a PCI-Express bus; or a NuBus. Other embodiments of the computing machine 100 include an I/O device
130A-130N that is a video display 124 that communicates with the central processing unit 121 via an Advanced Graphics
Port (AGP). Still other versions of the computing machine 100 include a processor 121 connected to an I/O device 130A-
130N via anyone of the following connections: HyperTransport, Rapid I/O, or InfiniBand. Further embodiments of the
computing machine 100 include a communication connection where the processor 121 communicates with one I/O
device BOA using a local interconnect bus and with a second I/O device 130B using a direct connection.

[0051] Included within some embodiments of the computing device 100 is each of a main memory unit 122 and cache
memory 140. The cache memory 140 can, in some embodiments, be anyone of the following types of memory: SRAM;
BSRAM; or EDRAM. Other embodiments include cache memory 140 and a main memory unit 122 that can be anyone
of the following types of memory: Static random access memory (SRAM), Burst SRAM or SynchBurst SRAM (BSRAM),
Dynamic random access memory (DRAM), Fast Page Mode DRAM (FPM DRAM), Enhanced DRAM (EDRAM), Extended
Data Output RAM (EDO RAM), Extended Data Output DRAM (EDO DRAM), Burst Extended Data Output DRAM (BEDO
DRAM), Enhanced DRAM (EDRAM), synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), JEDEC SRAM, PC100 SDRAM, Double Data Rate...
SDRAM (DDR SDRAM), Enhanced SDRAM (ESDRAM), SyncLink DRAM (SLDRAM), Direct Rambus DRAM (DRDRAM), Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), or any other type of memory device capable of executing the systems and methods described herein. The main memory unit 122 and/or the cache memory 140 can in some embodiments include one or more memory devices capable of storing data and allowing any storage location to be directly accessed by the central processing unit 121. Further embodiments include a central processing unit 121 that can access the main memory 122 via one of either: a system bus 150; a memory port 103; or any other connection, bus or port that allows the processor central processing unit 121 to access memory 122.

[0052] One embodiment of the computing device 100 provides support for anyone of the following installation devices 116: a floppy disk drive for receiving floppy disks such as 3.5-inch, 5.25-inch disks or ZIP disks, a CD-ROM drive, a CD-R/RW drive, a DVD-ROM drive, tape drives of various formats, USB device, a bootable medium, a bootable CD, a bootable CD for GNU/Linux distribution such as KNOPPIX®, a hard-drive or any other device suitable for installing applications or software. Applications can in some embodiments include a client agent 120, or any portion of a client agent 120. The computing device 100 may further include a storage device 128 that can be either one or more hard disk drives, or one or more redundant arrays of independent disks; where the storage device is configured to store an operating system, software, programs applications, or at least a portion of the client agent 120. A further embodiment of the computing device 100 includes an installation device 116 that is used as the storage device 128.

[0053] Furthermore, the computing device 100 may include a network interface 118 to interface to a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN) or the Internet through a variety of connections including, but not limited to, standard telephone lines, LAN or WAN links (e.g., 802.11, TI, T3, 56kb, X.25, SNA, DECNET), broadband connections (e.g., ISDN, Frame Relay, ATM, Gigabit Ethernet, Ethernet-over-SONET), wireless connections, or some combination of any or all of the above. Connections can also be established using a variety of communication protocols (e.g., TCP/IP, IPX, SPX, NetBIOS, Ethernet, ARCNET, SONET, SDH, Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), RS232, RS485, IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, CDMA, GSM, WiMax and direct asynchronous connections). One version of the computing device 100 includes a network interface 118 able to communicate with additional computing devices 100 via any type and/or form of gateway or tunneling protocol such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS), or the Citrix Gateway Protocol manufactured by Citrix Systems, Inc. Versions of the network interface 118 can comprise anyone of: a built-in network adapter; a network interface card; a PCMCIA network card; a card bus network adapter; a wireless network adapter; a USB network adapter; a modem; or any other device suitable for interfacing the computing device 100 to a network capable of communicating and performing the methods and systems described herein.

[0054] Embodiments of the computing device 100 include anyone of the following I/O devices 130A-130N: a keyboard 126; a pointing device 127; mice; trackpads; an optical pen; trackballs; microphones; drawing tablets; video displays; speakers; inkjet printers; laser printers; and dye-sublimation printers; or any other input/output device able to perform the methods and systems described herein. An I/O controller 123 may in some embodiments connect to multiple I/O devices 103A-130N to control the one or more I/O devices. Some embodiments of the I/O devices 130A-130N may be configured to provide storage or an installation medium 116, while others may provide a universal serial bus (USB) interface for receiving USB storage devices such as the USB Flash Drive line of devices manufactured by Twintech Industry, Inc. Still other embodiments of an I/O device 130 may be a bridge between the system bus 150 and an external communication bus, such as: a USB bus; an Apple Desktop Bus; an RS-232 serial connection; a SCSI bus; a FireWire bus; a FireWire 800 bus; an Ethernet bus; an AppleTalk bus; a Gigabit Ethernet bus; an Asynchronous Transfer Mode bus; a HIPPI bus; a Super HIPPI bus; a SerialPlus bus; a SCI/LAMP bus; a FibreChannel bus; or a Serial Attached small computer system interface bus.

[0055] In some embodiments, the computing machine 100 can connect to multiple display devices 124A-124N, in other embodiments the computing device 100 can connect to a single display device 124, while in still other embodiments the computing device 100 connects to display devices 124A-124N that are the same type or form of display, or to display devices that are different types or forms. Embodiments of the display devices 124A-124N can be supported and enabled by the following: one or multiple I/O devices 130A-130N; the I/O controller 123; a combination of I/O device(s) 130A-130N and the I/O controller 123; any combination of hardware and software able to support a display device 124A-124N; any type and/or form of video adapter, video card, driver, and/or library to interface, communicate, connect or otherwise use the display devices 124A-124N. The computing device 100 may in some embodiments be configured to use one or multiple display devices 124A-124N, these configurations include: having multiple connectors to interface to multiple display devices 124A-124n; having multiple video adapters, with each video adapter connected to one or more of the display devices 124A-124N; having an operating system configured to support multiple displays 124A-124N; using circuits and software included within the computing device 100 to connect to and use multiple display devices 124A-124N; and executing software on the main computing device 100 and multiple secondary computing devices to enable the main computing device 100 to use a secondary computing device’s display as a display device 124A-124N for the main computing device 100. Still other embodiments of the computing device 100 may include multiple display devices 124A-124N provided by multiple secondary computing devices and connected to the main computing device 100 via a
network.

[0056] In some embodiments of the computing machine 100, an operating system may be included to control task scheduling and access to system resources. Embodiments of the computing device 100 can run anyone of the following operating systems: versions of the MICROSOFT WINDOWS operating systems such as WINDOWS 3.x; WINDOWS 95; WINDOWS 98; WINDOWS 2000; WINDOWS NT 3.51; WINDOWS NT 4.0; WINDOWS CE; WINDOWS XP; and WINDOWS VISTA; the different releases of the Unix and Linux operating systems; any version of the MAC OS manufactured by Apple Computer; OS/2, manufactured by International Business Machines; any embedded operating system; any real-time operating system; any open source operating system; any proprietary operating system; any operating systems for mobile computing devices; or any other operating system capable of running on the computing device and performing the operations described herein. One embodiment of the computing machine 100 has multiple operating systems installed thereon.

[0057] The computing machine 100 can be embodied in anyone of the following form factors: a computing workstation; a desktop computer; a laptop or notebook computer; a server; a handheld computer; a mobile telephone; a portable telecommunication device; a media playing device; a gaming system; a mobile computing device; a device of the IPOD family of devices manufactured by Apple Computer; anyone of the PLAYSTATION family of devices manufactured by the Sony Corporation; anyone of the Nintendo family of devices manufactured by Nintendo Co; anyone of the XBOX family of devices manufactured by the Microsoft Corporation; or any other type and/or form of computing, telecommunications or media device that is capable of communication and that has sufficient processor power and memory capacity to perform the methods and systems described herein. In other embodiments the computing machine 100 can be a mobile device such as anyone of the following mobile devices: a JAVA-enabled cellular telephone or personal digital assistant (PDA), such as the i55sr, i58sr, i5s, i88s, i90c, i95c1, or the iml 100, all of which are manufactured by Motorola Corp; the 6035 or the 7135, manufactured by Kyocera; the i300 or i330, manufactured by Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd; the TREO 180, 270, 600, 650, 680, 700p, 700w, or 750 smart phone manufactured by Palm, Inc; any computing device that has different processors, operating systems, and input devices consistent with the device; or any other mobile computing device capable of performing the methods and systems described herein. Still other embodiments of the computing environment 101 include a mobile computing device 100 that can be anyone of the following: any series of Blackberry, or other handheld device manufactured by Research In Motion Limited; the iPhone manufactured by Apple Computer; any handheld or smart phone; a Pocket PC; a Pocket PC Phone; or any other handheld mobile device supporting Microsoft Windows Mobile Software.

[0058] As referred to herein, a scope can be anyone of an installation scope, a system scope, a user scope, an application-specific user scope, an isolation scope, or a scope. A system scope, in one embodiment, refers to a scope located in the system root within the operating system. The system scope, in this embodiment, can include the native resources associated with the computing machine 200. An installation scope, in one embodiment, refers to a scope that includes the native resources associated with an application. Other embodiments include installation scopes that can include any of the following: instances of native resources used by an application associated with the installation scope; an instance of the application associated with the installation scope; a set of native resources used by an application associated with the installation scope; more than one set of native resources or set of native resource instances associated with the one or more applications, application associations, or application instances included in the installation scope; or a set of application-specific settings and configurations. The user scope can, in some embodiments, be a scope that includes an instance of native resources that correspond to user-specific settings and configurations. An application-specific user scope includes native resources specific to a type of application, where the settings are determined by user input. One example of a native resource instances within an application-specific user scope includes user-settings for the Microsoft Word application. An isolation scope can be any scope included within an isolation environment, or any scope that aids in isolating an application within an environment. Examples of isolation scopes include an installation scope, a user scope, and an application specific scope. In certain embodiments, the system scope may also be an isolation scope. A scope is, in some embodiments, a grouping of native resources, settings, and configurations that are used by one or more applications to execute. Other embodiments include a scope with instances of native resources, while still other embodiments include scopes with instances of native resources, and instances of one or more applications associated with the scope. In some embodiments, scopes can further include sub-scopes, and scope can further encompass more than one individual scope.

[0059] Illustrated in Fig. 2A is one embodiment of a computing machine 200 within a computing environment, where the computing machine 200 operates with reduced application compatibility and application sociability. Installed on the computing machine 200 is an operating system 210 which is in further communication with one or more applications 203, "Application 1" 202 and "Application 2" 204. Within the operating system 210 is a system root 216, an installation root 214, and a user root 212. Together, the installation root 214 and the user root 212 reside in an isolation environment 260 also located in the operating system 210. Within the installation root 214 are individual installation scopes 230 such as: "Installation Scope 1" 224; "Installation Scope 2" 226; and "Installation Scope 3" 228.

[0060] Further referring to Fig. 2A and in more detail, embodiments can include a computing machine 200 that provides
an isolation environment 260 to mitigate application compatibility and application sociability. Application compatibility
problems arise when more than one application or instance of a similar application, are executed on a computing machine
200 by one or more users. These applications often utilize similar native resources stored on the computing machine
216 within the system root 216. When one application manipulates or otherwise alters a native resource, the execution
of a second application or second instance of the first application can be compromised when the second application or
application instance utilizes the same native resource that was just altered. Proper execution of this second application/
application instance may require the native resource to be in a particular form or to have a particular value. Application
sociability is a similar concept in that when more than one application or instance of an application is executed on a
computing machine 200, proper execution of each application and application instance requires access to particular
native resources. When these required native resources are common amongst applications and application instances,
problems can arise regarding the ability of an application to have access to a native resource with the proper value and
form.

[0061] In one embodiment, the computing machine 200 is a client computing machine 102 configured to communicate
with a server 106 via a network 104. Another embodiment includes a computing machine 200 that is a server 106 able
to communicate with a client machine 102 via a network. Still other embodiments include a computing machine 200
that can be anyone of the above configurations of a computing machine.

[0062] The operating system 210, in one embodiment, is a program application installed on the computing machine
200 to control the operation of components included within the computing machine 200. In other embodiments, the
operating system 210 can be any combination of the above described operating systems.

[0063] Applications 203 on the computing machine 200 can, in one embodiment, communicate with the operating
system 210. In other embodiments, applications 203 can communicate directly with components included in the computing
machine 200, or the applications 203 do not communicate with the operating system 210. One embodiment includes a
single application 202 can communicate with the operating system 210, or multiple applications 203 can communicate
with the operating system 210. Still other embodiments include applications 203 that can be any program, routine, set
of commands, or other software application.

[0064] In one embodiment, a system root 216 is included. The system root 216 provides a set of native resources that
are specific to the computing machine 200. Another embodiment includes a system root 216 with native resources that
are substantially similar to those native resources present on the computing machine 200 when only the operation system
210 is installed on the computing machine 200.

[0065] One embodiment includes an installation root 214 that groups together individual installation scopes 230. In
one embodiment, the installation root 214 groups together individual installation scopes 230 that are associated according
to the requirements of applications isolated in each of the installation scopes 230. In another embodiment, the installation
root 214 groups together individual installation scopes 230 according to anyone of the following: application policies,
application settings, installation root 214 settings, installation scope 230 settings, or any other criteria that may be used
to identify installation scope 230 that are be grouped together in a single installation root 214. The installation root 214
provides, in one embodiment, application isolation, where the isolation provided mitigates the problems associated with
application sociability and compatibility. Still another embodiment includes an installation root 214 with a main base
installation scope and additional installation scopes configured to act like sub-scopes of the main base installation scope.
In this embodiment, an installation scope contains modifications to the main base installation scope, where the modifi-
cations can be a change in the patch level of the application, or the installation or removal of additional application features.

[0066] Many embodiments include installation scopes 230 within the installation root 214. Each installation scope 230
includes an instance of the native resources associated with a particular application. For example, a first application
may be installed within a first installation scope 224. Included in this first installation scope 224 would be instances of
the native resources specific to the first application installed within the first installation scope 224. In one embodiment,
the installation scopes 230 each include a view of native resources specific to an application 203. For example, the
native resources specific to a first application 202 may be represented in a first installation scope 224, while the native
resources specific to a second application 204 may be represented in a second installation scope 226. Other embodiments
may include a third installation scope 228 associated with the first installation scope 224 and the second installation
scope 226, such that both the first application 202 and the second application 204 may access and manipulate the view
of native resources included in the third installation scope 228. Still other embodiments include applications 203 that
are grouped together such that a single installation scope 230 would provide a specific view of the native resources for
each group of applications 203. In this embodiment, conflicting applications 203 can be separated into different groups
to enhance the compatibility and sociability of applications. In still further embodiments, the applications belonging to
an application group, may be configured by an administrator. In some embodiments, a "pass through" installation scope
can be defined which corresponds exactly to instances of native resources included in the system root 216. In other
words, applications executing within a pass through installation scope operate directly on those native resources included
in the system root 216. In some embodiments, installation scopes are made visible to an instance of the executing
application such that the visible installation scopes may be configured by the executing application. In other embodiments,
a set of visible installation scopes includes a set of native resource instances that is common to all instances of the
executing application regardless of the user on behalf of which the application is executing. Still other embodiments
include a set of visible installation scopes with variable sets of native resource instances, that vary based on the user
executing the application. One embodiment includes installation scopes 230, where additional installation scopes 230
may execute within the installation root 214 based on user-defined parameters. These parameters can include instructions
as to which installation scope should execute, or operating instructions that have the effect of executing some installation
scopes 230 but not others. In some embodiments, installation scopes may be discarded when no longer needed, while in
other embodiments, installation scopes 230 may be merged into a single installation scope 230 that includes an
instance of the native resources that is representative of the individual native resource instances included in each
individual installation scope.

[0067] Still referring to Fig. 2A, in one embodiment, a user root 212 is included to store and present instances of native
resources representative of user-defined setting and configuration information. In some embodiments the user root 212
can include instances of native resources that are utilized by applications 203 to initialize based on user-defined settings.
One embodiment includes an isolation environment 260 that does not include a user root 212, while another embodiment
includes an installation root 214 that includes a scope substantially similar to the scope included in the user root 212.
Still other embodiments include a user root 212 with an instance of native resources that combines both the application-
specific settings and configurations included in the installation root 214 with user-defined settings and configurations.

[0068] An isolation environment 260 is included, in one embodiment that further includes a user root 212 and an
installation root 214. Other embodiments can include an isolation environment 260 with anyone of the following char-
acteristics: an installation environment 260 with more than one user root 212; an installation environment 260 with more than
one installation root 214; an isolation environment 260 that includes a user root 212, an installation root 214, and a
system root 216; an isolation environment 260 that includes an installation root 214 and a system root 216; an isolation
environment 260 that includes a user root 212 and a system root 216; an isolation environment 260 that includes a user
root 212; an isolation environment 260 that includes a system root 216; an isolation environment 260 that includes an
installation root 214; an installation environment 260 that includes an additional scope or root (not illustrated); or an isolation
environment 260 that includes multiple installation scopes and user roots grouped together based on either user profiles
or application profiles. In one embodiment, the isolation environment 260 provides isolation to an executing application
by isolating the native resources specific to that application and to the user executing the application. Isolation of the
native resources specific to the application includes presenting those instances of the native resources included within
the installation root 214 and the user root 212, to the executing application, rather than allowing the application to access
and manipulate the native resources in the system root 216. Native resources may differ between applications, so
presenting an executing application with its own set of unique native resources mitigates application un-compatibility
and non-sociability.

[0069] Illustrated in Fig. 2B is an embodiment configured to provide access to more than one user 238, 240, 242
and having reduced application compatibility and application sociability problems. The illustrated computing machine 200
has the following: an operating system 210 installed thereon; user sessions 238, 240, 242 indicative of user actions;
and applications 202, 204, 206, 208 executing within the user sessions 238, 240, 242. The operating system 210 has
a system root 216, an installation root 214, and a user root 211. Included within the system root 216 is a system scope
256 that further includes native resources 258 such as: a file system 218; a registry 220; and objects 222. The installation
root 214 includes more than one installation scope 230, where each installation scope is connected to another scope. Included within each installation scope are instances of native resources 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258, 258. The user root 212 includes more than one user scope 232, 234, 236, where each scope is associated with a user session 238, 240, 242 and each scope includes an instance of native resources. An isolation
environment 260 is included within the operating system 210 that groups together the user root 212 and the installation
root 214.

[0070] Further referring to Fig. 2B and in more detail, in one embodiment, the computing machine 200 can be any
combination of the above described computing machine 100. In another embodiment, the operating system 210 installed
thereon can be any combination of the above described operating system. Still other embodiments can include applic-
ations 202, 204, 206, 208, where an application can be anyone of the following: a software program installed on the
computing machine 200; an application accessed remotely by the computing machine 200; a set of software commands
sent to the operating system 210; a software routine; an operating system; or any other application that can be executed
on the computing machine 200. In one embodiment, the computing machine 200 can function as a client machine 102
or as a server 106.

[0071] Embodiments can include an operating system 210 that further includes a system root 216. The system root
216, in one embodiment, further includes a system scope 256 within which native resources 258 are grouped. Other
embodiments may include a system root 216 with native resources 258 that are grouped together within the system root
216. Still other embodiments may include an operating system 210 without a system root 216, and with a grouping of
system native resources 258 located within the operating system 210. Native resources 258 may not be grouped together,
but may be dispersed throughout anyone of the system root 216, the system scope 256, or the operating system 210. One embodiment includes a system root 216 with multiple system scopes (not illustrated), where each system scope would have a unique set of native resource instances.

In one embodiment, the group of native resources 258 and the instances of native resources are any of the following resource types: a file system 218; a registry 220; system objects 222; window names; or any other native resource useful to the proper execution of an application. Native resources 258 are requested by applications 202, 204, 206, 208 when the application requires a particular resource to execute properly. For example, an application may require a particular setting stored in a registry key to execute a portion of the application. Execution of the portion of the application dictates that the application request from the registry 220, the key containing the required setting. Some embodiments include groups of native resources 258 where the group can contain one or more than one native resource, or groups of native resources 258 with differing native resource types. Other embodiments can include any one of the following combinations: a system scope with native resources 258; user scopes with instances of native resources 258, and installation scopes with instances of native resources 258; a system scope with native resources 258, and installation scopes with instances of native resources 258; a system scope with instances of native resources 258, user scopes with instances of native resources 258, and installation scopes with instances of native resources 258; or any combination isolation scopes and native resources 258.

In one embodiment, the installation root 214 can, in many embodiments, provide a modified view of the native resources 258. This modified view aggregates individual installation scopes 230 included within the installation root 214 to provide a requesting application with instances of the native resources specific to the application. The installation root 214 can, in some embodiments, communicate directly with the user root 212 and the system root 216; while in other embodiments the installation root 214 can communicate with other roots via installation scopes 230 within the installation root 214. Other embodiments include any of the above described installation root 214 configurations.

Installation scopes 230 are, in one embodiment, included in the installation root 214 and further configured to communicate with user scopes included in the user root 212. Other embodiments include installation scopes that communicate with one system scope 256, more than one system scope 256, or may not communicate with other scopes. Installation scopes 230 can, in one embodiment, create associations with an application 203, another installation scope 230, or both an application 203 and an installation scope. In one embodiment, installation scopes 230 are configured to present requesting applications with instances of native resources 258 that are particular to a requesting application. In this embodiment, installation scopes 230 are configured to represent a single application or in other embodiments represent multiple applications, such that the representative installation scope contains the native resources required by a corresponding application. One embodiment includes a first application 202 represented by and associated with a first installation scope 244 such that the first application 202 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258 included in the first installation scope 244; and a second application 204 represented by and associated with a second installation scope 246 such that the second application 204 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258" included in the second installation scope 246. In this embodiment, the first installation scope 244 and the second installation scope 246 may be further associated with a third installation scope 252 such that either or both of the first installation scope 244 and the second installation scope 246 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258" included in the third installation scope 252. Another embodiment includes a third application represented by and associated with a fourth installation scope 248, such that the third application 206 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258 included in the fourth installation scope 248. Still another exemplary embodiment could include a fourth application 208 represented by and associated with a fifth installation scope 250 such that the fourth application 208 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258 included in the fifth installation scope 250. In this embodiment, the fifth installation scope 250 may be further associated with a sixth installation scope 254 such that the fourth application 208 may access and manipulate the view of native resources 258 included in the sixth installation scope 254.

In one embodiment, a user root 212 is included. The user root 212 further includes user scopes 232, 234, 236 where each user scope communicates with an installation scope in the installation root 214. Embodiments of the computing machine 200 include a user root 212 with user profiles, where the user profiles store user-specific setting and configuration information that can be accessed by applications executing within a user session. Still other embodiments include a computing machine 200 with more than one user root 212, where each included user root 212 contains user-specific setting and configuration information and where each user root 212 corresponds to a particular user. Other embodiments do not include a user root 212, but rather include an installation root 214 that includes an installation scope dedicated to storing instances of native resources that correspond to user-specified settings and configurations. One embodiment includes a user root 212 with multiple user scopes. In this embodiment, one user scope (not illustrated) can be dedicated to storing user-specified setting and configuration information that is specific to a particular application. For example, the user scope would be configured to store instances of the native resources that correspond to the user-specified settings for Microsoft Word ®. In this example, each time the Microsoft Word ® application executes within
that particular user session, the Microsoft Word ® configurations and settings specified by that user, can be available to the Microsoft Word ® application.

[0076] User scopes, in one embodiment, are included within the user root 212. In one embodiment, the user scopes 232, 234, 236 each correspond to a user session 238, 240, 242. The user scopes 232, 234, 236 include instances of native resources 258 where each instance is representative of the settings and configurations specific to a particular user session 238, 240, 242. Other embodiments include user scopes 232, 234, 236 that include sub-scopes. In this embodiment, the native resource view presented to an application executing in that scope is the aggregate of the modifications contained within each user-scope sub-scope. Sub-scopes are, in one embodiment, layered on top of each other, and in the aggregate view modifications to a resource in a higher sub-scope override modifications to the same resource in lower layers. Other embodiments may include user scopes 232, 234, 236 that contain native resource instances specific to a set of users. Still other embodiments may include user scopes 232, 234, 236 where the native resources instances are defined by a system administrator, or by a pre-determined group of users defined within the operating system 210. Another embodiment may include user scopes, where some user scopes include an instance of the native resources that is specific to a particular user session. In this embodiment, the user scope may persist and remain available for future login session, while other embodiments include a user scope that is destroyed when the user session ends. Native resources included within the user scopes can, in some embodiments, be altered by applications executing within a corresponding user session; while in other embodiments, the native resource instances can be altered by user input. One example of the use of user scopes within the computing machine 200, includes one with a first application 202 executing within a first user session 238 that has a first user profile outlining user-specific settings, configurations, and compositions specific to the first application 202. In this example, a first user scope 232 modifies a view of native resources according to the first user profile, and provides the first application 202 with access to these user-specified native resources during a first user session 238. Another example of the use of user scopes within the computing machine 200, includes one with a third application 206 and a fourth application 208 executing within a third user session 242 that has a third user profile outlining user-specific settings, configurations, and compositions specific to the third application 206. In this example, a third user scope 236 modifies a view of native resources according to the third user profile and provides the third application 206 and the fourth application 208 with access to these user-specified native resources during the third user session 242. Put another way, the user root 212 alters the view of native resources for each individual user by "layering" a user-specific, modified view modification that is provided by a user isolation scope 232, 234, 236 "on top of" an application-specific, modified view that is provided by an installation root 214, which is in turn "layered on top of the system-wide view of native resources provided by the system root 216.

[0077] Still referring to Fig. 2B, user sessions 238, 240, 242 and applications 202, 204, 206, 208 are included, in one embodiment, within the computing machine 200. A user session 238, 240,242 corresponds to a user such that when a user utilizes the computing machine 200, a user session is created and any user-input or user-output generated by the user is confined to the user session. When, in this embodiment, applications are executed by a user, the application is executed within the user session. In some embodiments of the computing machine 200, multiple users may be able to access multiple user sessions. Still other embodiments may provide applications 202, 204, 206, 208 accessible by more than one user-session at a time.

[0078] One embodiment of the computing machine 200 includes an isolation environment 260. The isolation environment 260 includes both a user root 212 and an installation root 214. Other embodiments may include an isolation environment 260 such as any of the above described isolation environments. In one embodiment of the computing machine 200, the isolation environment 260, although described in relation to multi-user computers supporting concurrent execution of application programs by various users, may also be used on single-user computers to address application compatibility and sociability problems resulting from sequential execution of application programs on the same computer system by different users, and those problems resulting from installation and execution of incompatible programs by the same user. In some embodiments, an installation scope or installation sub-scope may be associated with an individual thread instead of an entire process, allowing isolation to be performed on a per-thread basis. In some embodiments, per-thread isolation may be used for Services and COM+ servers.

[0079] Isolating applications within an installation scope requires, in one embodiment, that an application is installed into a particular installation scope (described below in more detail,) and the application is launched into that particular installation scope. In embodiments where applications are installed into an installation scope, the installed applications continue to be associated with their respective installation scopes until settings associated with the installation scopes are altered. Other embodiments include applications that are launched into a particular installation scope, or more than one installation scope, and as a result become associated with the one or more installation scopes. Installation scopes, in many embodiments, provide associated applications with a unique view of native resources when the associated applications are launched into a corresponding installation scope. In these embodiments, this unique view is specific to the operating requirements of each application. Applications may also be launched into the system scope 256, that is, they may be associated with no isolation scope. This allows for the selective execution of operating system 210 applications such as Internet Explorer, as well as third party applications, within an isolation environment 260.
This ability to launch applications within an isolation scope regardless of where the application is installed mitigates application compatibility and sociability issues without requiring a separate installation of the application within the isolation scope. The ability to selectively launch installed applications in different isolation scopes provides the ability to have applications which require helper applications (such as Microsoft Word®, Notepad, etc.) to have those helper applications launched with the same rule sets. Further, the ability to launch an application within multiple isolated environments allows for better integration between isolated applications and common applications.

Illustrated in Fig. 2C is a method 2003 for associating an application with an installation scope. The method 2003 includes launching the process in a suspended state (step 2004), and retrieving the rules associated with the desired installation scope (step 2006). An identifier for the application and the retrieved application rules are stored in a memory element (step 2008) and the suspended application is resumed (step 2010). Subsequent calls to access native resources made by the application are intercepted or hooked (step 2012) and the rules associated with the process identifier, if any, are used to virtualize access to the requested resource (step 2014).

Still referring to FIG. 2C, and in more detail, an application is launched in a suspended state (step 2004). In some embodiments, a custom launcher program is used to accomplish the task of launching the application in a suspended state. These embodiments may include a launcher specifically designed to launch an application into a selected installation scope. Other embodiments of the method 2003 include a launcher that accepts as input a specification of the desired installation scope, for example, by a command line option. In one embodiment of the method 2003 the application launched into a suspended state is a software application, while in others the application can be: a process; software commands; a routine; or an executable program.

In one embodiment of the method 2003, the rules associated with the desired installation scope are retrieved (step 2006). Some embodiments retrieve the rules from a persistent storage element, such as a hard disk drive or other solid state memory element. Other embodiments retrieve the rules from anyone of the following locations: a relational database; a flat file database; a tree-structured database; a binary tree structure; a custom configured data structure; a temporary memory location; or any other type of persistent data structure. Still other embodiments do not retrieve rules, but rather retrieve user-specified commands from a temporary memory storage (not illustrated).

An application identifier and the retrieved rules are, in one embodiment, stored in a memory element (step 2008). In one embodiment, where the application is a process, the retrieved rules and a process id (PID) are stored in memory. When a kernel mode driver is provided that receives operating system 210 messages concerning new process creation, another embodiment of the method 2003 can store the application identifier and the rules in the context of the kernel mode driver. In other embodiments, a file system filter driver, or mini-filter, is provided to intercept native resource requests. In these embodiments, the PID and the retrieved rules may be stored in the filter. In other embodiments still, all interception is performed by user-mode hooking and no application identifier is stored. In this embodiment, the rules are loaded by the user-mode hooking apparatus during the application initialization, and no other component needs to know the rules that apply to the application identifier because rule association is performed entirely within the application.

In one embodiment of the method 2003, the suspended process resumes (step 2010) and any subsequent calls made by the application to access native resources, are intercepted or hooked (step 2012). Embodiments that include rules use those rules associated with the application identifier to virtualize access to the requested resources (step 2014). In some embodiments, a file system filter driver, or mini-filter, intercepts requests to access native resources and determines if the application identifier associated with the intercepted request has been associated with a set of rules. When, in one embodiment, the application identifier is associated with a set of rules, those associated rules are used to virtualize the request made by the application to access native resources. When no rules are associated with the application identifier, the request to access native resources is passed through unmodified. In other embodiments, a dynamically-linked library is loaded into the newly-created application and the library loads the isolation rules. In still other embodiments, both kernel mode techniques (hooking, filter driver, mini-filter) and user-mode techniques are used to intercept calls to access native resources. For embodiments in which a file system filter driver stores the rules, the library may load the rules from the file system filter driver.

Embodiments of the method 2003 include applications that are "children" of applications associated with installation scopes that are further associated with the installation scopes of their "parent" application. In these embodiments, this method 2003 is accomplished by a kernel mode driver notifying the file system filter driver when a child application is created. In these embodiments, the file system filter driver determines if the application identifier of the parent process is associated with an installation scope. If so, the file system filter driver stores an association between the application identifier for the newly-created child application and the installation scope of the parent application. In other embodiments, the file system filter driver can be called directly from the system without use of a kernel mode driver. In other embodiments, in applications that are associated with installation scopes, operating system 210 functions that create new applications are hooked or intercepted. When a request to create a new process is received from such an application, the association between the new child application and the installation scope of the parent is stored.
Providing Instances of Native Resources

[0087] Illustrated in Fig. 3A is one embodiment of a method 401 of aggregating the resource views included in scopes into a virtual scope 262. The method 401 includes intercepting a request for an enumeration of a native resource, the request generated by a first application (step 403). The system scope instance of the native resources is enumerated, and all the resources encountered during the enumeration are added to a virtualized native resource view (step 406). The native resources in the last installation scope are enumerated (step 409), and an "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is called (step 412). A determination is made as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included within the isolation environment (step 415). When it is determined that there are additional installation scopes in the isolation environment, the native resources in the next installation scope are enumerated (step 418) and an "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is called (step 421). The determination is again made as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included within the isolation environment (step 415). If there are no additional installation scopes included within the isolation environment, an instance of the native resources in the user scope are enumerated (step 424), and an "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is called (step 427). A virtualized native resource view is then delivered to the requesting application (step 430).

[0088] Further referring to Fig. 3A in more detail, in one embodiment of the method 401, the method 401 is carried out by a driver. The driver, in some embodiments, can be anyone of the following: a file system filter driver, a mini-filter, a driver, or any other type of virtual object above to carry out the methods described herein. Other embodiments of the method 401 may include a method 401 carried out by an application, a software program, or other set of software commands. Throughout this description it should be understood that whenever general reference is made to "scope," it is intended to also refer to sub-scopes, where those exist.

[0089] In one embodiment of the method 401, requests generated by an application executing on the computing machine 200, are intercepted by a driver (step 403). The requests are, in one embodiment, requests for an enumeration of a native resource. While in one embodiment of the method 401 the request can be for a single native resource, in other embodiments, the request can be for more than one native resource.

[0090] The method 401 enumerates the system scope instance of the native resource, and adds all encountered native resource instances to a virtualized native resource view included within the virtual scope 262 (step 406). In one embodiment of the method 401, the driver enumerates the instance of the native resource included in the system scope 256. The enumerated resources, in this embodiment, are added to a virtualized native resource view included in the virtual scope 262. When, in other embodiments, the system root 216 includes more than one system scope, the method 401 calls an "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine in lieu of adding the enumerated system scope instance of the native resource. In this embodiment, the "enumerated resource instance add and replace," subroutine cycles through the more than one system scope and adds and replaces native resource instances within the virtualized native resource view. Embodiments include a method 401 that proceeds to enumerating the last installation scope instance of the native resources (step 409) when no instances of the requested native resource are found within the system scope. Still other embodiments of the method 401 include enumerating only those native resources pertinent to the requested resource, while other embodiments may include enumerating native resources corresponding only to the requested native resource, and still other embodiments may include enumerating all available native resources regardless of which native resource was requested.

[0091] Native resource instances in the last installation scope are, in one embodiment of the method 401, enumerated (step 409). The last installation scope, in this embodiment, is the installation scope located nearest to the system scope. Put another way, the last installation scope is the installation scope on which a base application instance is installed. This base application instance is an application instance that is shared by the other applications and application instances installed within the other installation scopes included in the installation root 214. In this embodiment of the method 401, subsequent installation scopes have applications installed thereon that reference this base application. Other embodiments of the method 401 enumerate the native resource instances in a first installation scope; while still other embodiments enumerate the native resource instances in an installation scope included within the installation root 214. Enumeration of the native resource instance means retrieving all instances of the native resource from a scope. Some embodiments of the method 401 can retrieve, obtain, or get native resources from the last installation scope.

[0092] In one embodiment of the method 401, an "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is called. An embodiment of the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine 451 is illustrated in Fig 38. This subroutine 451 cycles through multiple scopes to add those instances of a native resource not yet included within the virtualized native resource view into the virtualized view, and to replace those native resource instances within the virtualized view with newly discovered native resource instances. Other embodiments of the method 401 may include the subroutine 451 within the main method 401, or may include a portion of the subroutine 451 within the main method 401.

[0093] A determination is made as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes within the installation root 214 (step 415). When a determination is made that there are additional installation scopes within the installation root 214, user scope instances of the native resource are enumerated (step 424). Other embodiments of the method 401
can account for more than one installation scope such that the method 401 does not make a determination as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes, but rather enumerates the installation scope native resource instances a pre-determined number of times corresponding to the number of installation scopes included in the installation root 214. Still other embodiments of the method 401 include enumerating the native resource instances in one of the installation scopes, and performing no further checks as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included in the installation root 214.

[0094] In one embodiment of the method 401, when a determination is made that there are additional installation scopes, the instances of the native resource within the next installation scope are enumerated (step 418). The last installation scope refers to the installation scope next in line from the last installation scope. For example if the installation root 214 included three installation scopes listed in order from one to three, with the third installation scope being the closest to the system scope, the third installation scope would be the last installation scope. In this example, the second installation scope would be the next installation scope queried. This means that the native resource instances in the second installation scope would be the next set of native resource instances to be enumerated. Further referring to this example, the first installation scope would include the last set of native resource instances to be enumerated.

[0095] A call is made to the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine 451 (step 421) and the resources enumerated in the next installation scope are either added to the virtualized native resource view, or inserted into the virtualized native resource view in place of a native resource instance already included in the virtualized native resource view. Another determination is made, in one embodiment of the method 401, as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes included in the installation root 214 (step 415). In this embodiment of the method 401, determinations are made as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included in the installation root 214 (step 415), instances of the native resource included in the next installation scope are enumerated (step 418), and the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine 451 is called (step 412), until all the installation scopes included in the installation root 214 are cycled through. Other embodiments of the method 401 may only cycle through additional installation scopes when it is determined that the first installation scope does not have an instance of the requested native resource (not illustrated). Still other embodiments of the method 401 may cycle through only a portion of the installation scopes according to user input or system requirements.

[0096] If a determination is made that there are not additional installation scopes, then those instances of the native resource in the user scope are enumerated (step 424). In this embodiment, a single user scope is searched for native resource instances. Other embodiments include a cycle similar to that used for the installation scopes (step 415-step 421) to cycle through multiple user scopes when the user root 212 includes multiple user scopes. An enumeration of native resource instances in a user scope can, in one embodiment of the method 401, include enumerating a single native resource instance corresponding to the requested native resource, or in other embodiments, can include enumerating multiple native resource instances related to the requested native resource.

[0097] Embodiments of the method 401 make a call to the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine 451 (step 427) to add enumerated native resource instances identified in the user scope or replace already existing native resource instances with the enumerated native resource instances identified in the user scope. Other embodiments include a method 401 that incorporates the steps within the subroutine 451 into the main method 401. Still other embodiments may return any native resource instance found within the user scope to the requesting application. In this embodiment, a virtualized native resource view would not be shown to the application, but rather an instance of the native resource within the user scope would be shown to the requesting application. Such an embodiment would operate the method 401 under the presumption that those instances of the native resource included within the user scope, take precedence over those native resources retrieved from either installation scopes or the system scope.

[0098] A virtualized view of the native resource is delivered to the requesting application (step 430), in one embodiment of the method 401. This virtualized view can in one embodiment include all found instance of the native resource. Other embodiments return to the requesting application a single instance of the native resource found within the most senior scope. In this embodiment, scope seniority is determined according to an order of priority analogous to an ordering of a user scope, a first installation scope, subsequent installation scopes, a last installation scopes, and a system scope; where the user scope has the most priority and the system scope has the least priority. Other embodiments may include an order of priority that is the reverse of the above described order of priority. Still other embodiments may include a user-defined or system-defined order of priority, or any other order of priority not analogous to the above defined ordering.

In one embodiment, an instance of the native resource is returned to the requesting application that is found in the scope with the least priority. Other embodiments return to the requesting application a full aggregation of all the native resources included in each of the scopes where the aggregate native resource instance corresponds to the native resource instance included in a pre-determined scope.

[0099] Illustrated in Fig. 3B is an embodiment of the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine 451. The method 451 makes a determination as to whether or not the enumerated resource instance from a particular scope includes resources that are not already included in the virtualized native resource view included in the virtual scope 262 (step 440). When the determination is made that the enumerated resource instance is not included in the virtualized
native resource view, that enumerated resource instance is then added to the virtualized native resource view (step 443). When the determination is made that the enumerated resource instance is already included within the virtualized native resource view (step 440), or when the enumerated native resource instance is added to the virtualized native resource view (step 443); a determination is made to verify that the enumerated resource instance includes resource instances already included in the virtualized native resource view (step 446). If it is determined that the enumerated resource instance does not include resource instances already included within the virtualized native resource view, then the "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is exited (step 452) and the main method 401 resumes. If it is determined that the enumerated resource instance does include resource instances already included within the virtualized native resource view, then those resources in the virtualized native resource view that are the same as the native resources identified in the enumeration of resources, are replaced with the enumerated native resource instance (step 449). The "enumerated resource instance add and replace" subroutine is then exited (step 452) and the main method 401 resumes.

[0100] In one embodiment, a conceptually similar method may be performed to enumerate an installation scope, or other scope that includes more than one sub-scope. In this embodiment, the individual sub-scopes are enumerated, where in the aggregate resource view, resources from higher priority sub-scopes replace the matching instances from lower priority sub-scopes.

[0101] Further referring to Fig. 3B and in more detail, an enumerated native resource instance is passed to the subroutine 451 from the main method 401 (step 412, step 421, step 427), and a determination is made as to whether or not the enumerated native resource instance is already included within the virtualized native resource view (step 440).

In other words, in this embodiment when there is an instance of a native resource already included within the virtualized native resource view that is identified by a virtual name or other form of identification that is substantially similar to the virtual name or identifier given to the enumerated native resource instance, a determination can be made that an instance of the enumerated native resource instance already exists within the virtualized native resource view. Other embodiments may include comparing virtual names, or other identifying criteria associated with the native resource instances included in the virtualized native resource view with those virtual names or other identifying criteria associated with the enumerated native resource instance returned to the subroutine 451 from the main method 401. Still other embodiments could include a search through the virtualized native resource view to identify native resources that are substantially similar to the enumerated native resource instance.

[0102] When, in one embodiment, it is determined that the enumerated native resource is not already included in the virtualized native resource view, the enumerated native resource instance is added to the virtualized native resource view (step 443). In this embodiment, adding the enumerated native resource instance to the virtualized native resource view can include naming the enumerated native resource instance a virtual name, or otherwise identifying the enumerated native resource instance via an identifier that signifies to a driver or other object that the type and configuration of the enumerated native resource instance. Other embodiments of the subroutine 451 add the enumerated native resource to the virtualized native resource view regardless of whether or not an instance of the native resource is already included in the virtualized resource view. In such an embodiment, either a subsequent application would filter out duplicate native resource instances, or the virtualized resource view would be configured to display only the relevant native resource instances to the requesting application. Still other embodiments may include a subroutine 451 that does not add new resources to the virtualized native resource view.

[0103] When it is determined that the enumerated resource instance already exists within the virtualized native resource view, a further determination is made as to whether or not the enumerated native resource instance includes resource instances that are already included in the virtualized native resource view (step 446). In this embodiment, the further determination is made to verify that an instance of a resource substantially similar in type and/or having a substantially similar identifier or virtual name. Other embodiments may not include a second determination as to whether or not the enumerated resource instance is already included in the virtualized native resource view; but may proceed from a determination that the enumerated resource instance is already included within the virtualized native resource view (step 440) to replacing the resource within the virtualized native resource view with the newly enumerated native resource instance (step 449).

[0104] In one embodiment, when an enumerated resource instance is determined to already exist within the virtualized native resource view, that resource is replaced by the newly enumerated native resource instance (step 449). Native resource instances, in this embodiment, that are already included within the virtualized native resource view, have a lower priority than subsequently added native resource instances. In other words, since native resource instances are added from scopes of lower priority, like the system scope 256, before native instances are added from scope of higher priority, like user scopes; subsequently added native resource instances have more priority than already existing native resource instances. One example of this would be an instance of native resource A that is a type A resource, where the instance of native resource A is retrieved from the system scope 256 and added to the virtualized native resource view. In this example, a subsequent instance of native resource A is identified within a user scope. Those native resources within the user scope are a higher priority than those in the system scope because native resources within the user scope...
scope indicate user-specified settings that are more desirable than a system native resource which is essentially a
generic resource common amongst all user sessions. Further referring to this example, the second instance of native
resource A from the user scope is added to the virtualized native resource view, and the first instance of native resource
A from the system scope is deleted from the virtualized native resource instance. Returning a native resource from the
user scope rather than the system scope ensures that settings created by a user and associated with a user scope, can
be available to that user the next time the user executes an application. In other words, replacing the lower priority native
resource instance with the higher priority native resource instance, in this example, preserves user settings. Another
example could include a system scope and an installation scope, where replacing the system scope instance of the
native resource with the installation scope instance of the native resource preserves application settings and configu-
trations so that the next time the application is executed, the settings and configurations are preserved. In other embod-
iments, the newly enumerated native resource instance is added to the virtualized native resource view, and a filter is
later applied to remove the lower priority native resource instances. Still other embodiments include re-configuring an
instance of a native resource when subsequent and substantially similar native resource instances are enumerated. In
this embodiment, the existing native resource instance would be re-configured so as to resemble the newly enumerated
native resource instance. Other embodiments include a subroutine 451 that does not replace those resources in the
virtualized native resource view with those resources in the enumerated resource list when such common resources
may be more desirable to a particular user. Still other embodiments include a subroutine 451 that replaces only those instances that are
marked with permissions that allow the resource to be replaced by a subsequent resource of higher or lower priority.
Still other embodiments include a subroutine 451 that replaces common resources when the enumerated resource is
different from the virtualized native resource.

[0105] When, in some embodiments, the subroutine 451 determines that there are no native resource instances
included in the virtualized native resource view that correspond to the enumerated native resource instance, the subroutine
exits (step 452). Other embodiments of the subroutine 451 can include exiting the subroutine (step 452) and return to
the main method 401. Still other embodiments of the subroutine 451 exit the subroutine (step 452) and the main method
401. In one embodiment of the subroutine 451, the subroutine exits and does not return to the main method 401.

[0106] While Fig. 3A and Fig 3B contemplate an embodiment of a method 401 and subroutine 451 for aggregating
genative resource views, other embodiments may include a method 401 where the subroutine 451 is integrated into the
method 401. Still other embodiments may include a method 401 that is further segmented into additional subroutines.

[0107] Illustrated in Fig. 4 is an embodiment created during the aggregation of more than one scope and displayed
to an application executing on the computing machine 200. Creation and display of the virtual scope 262 further mitigates
problems arising from application incompatibility and application non-sociability. Included within the virtual scope 262 is
a user scope 282, a first installation scope 284A, a second installation scope 284B, a last installation scope 284N, and
a system scope 286. Within each of the scopes is a set of native resources 258", 258", 258", 258", 258".

[0108] Further referring to Fig. 4 and in more detail, the virtual scope 262 aggregates individual scopes that modify
a native resource view 258. Aggregation of the modified resource views 258 further creates an aggregate view of the
available native resources which is displayed to applications. The virtual scope 262 illustrated in this embodiment com-
bines the user scope 282 with the system scope 286 and the installation scope(s) 284A-284N. Other embodiments can
combine additional scopes (not illustrated) with the user scope 286, the installation scopes 284A-284N, and the system
scope 286. Still other embodiments can include any combination of a user scope 282, an installation scope 284A-284N,
and a system scope 286, including combinations where the virtual scope 262 includes a single type of scope, or one or
more types of scope. Other embodiments include a virtual scope 262 that enumerates and aggregates instances of
native resources from the user scope 282 down to the system scope 286. In this embodiment those native resource
instances in the system scope 286 would have a higher priority than native resource instances in the installation scopes
284A-284N, and native resource instances in the user scope 282. Other embodiments may forgo creating a virtual scope
262 and perform a substantially instantaneous retrieval of a requested native resource in response to an application
request, and using a series of queries and responses rather than enumerating and compiling the resources into a
virtualized native resource view included in a virtual scope 262.

[0109] In one embodiment, each included scope has a group of modified native resource instances 258. When
an application executing on the computing machine 200 requests a native resource, the application is presented with a
virtual scope substantially similar to the virtual scope illustrated in Fig. 4. In this scope, the user-specific native resources
258" are combined with the application specific native resource views 258"-258" and the system specific native resource
views 258" to create a single virtualized native resource view of the native resources. In this embodiment, a user-
specified resource view 258" takes precedence over an application specific resource view 258"-258", while an application
specific resource view 258"-258" takes precedence over a system specific resource view 258". To take precedence
over the native resource views 258 in a junior scope, implies that if there were a single setting common to both the native
resource views of a senior scope and the native resource views of a junior scope, the setting associated with the senior
scope can be included in the virtual scope 262. The concept of a senior and junior scope translates into an embodiment
where there are multiple installation scopes 230 that can be ranked in order from first to last based on each scope’s
status with relation to the preceding and succeeding scopes. For example, in this embodiment if there were three scopes, then the last scope would be junior to the second scope, the second scope would be junior to the first scope, and the first scope would be senior to both the second scope and the third scope. In an embodiment of the virtual scope 262 that includes senior and junior scopes, a modification to a native resource in a junior scope is available to all those senior scopes associated with that junior scope; a modification to a resource in a senior scope, however, is not be available to all those junior scopes associated with the senior scope. These concepts can be extended to embodiments that utilize sub-scopes, such that the modifications to the native resource view included in a user sub-scope are common to all applications associated with the applicable installation sub-scope executing on behalf of a user, or group of users, associated with a user sub-scope.

[0110] If an application attempts to open an existing instance of a native resource with no intent to modify that resource, the specific instance that is returned to the application is the one that is found in the virtual scope 262, or equivalently the instance that would appear in the virtualized enumeration of the parent of the requested resource. From the point of view of the isolation environment 260, the application is said to be requesting to open a "virtual resource", and the particular instance of native resource used to satisfy that request is said to be the "literal resource" corresponding to the requested resource.

[0111] If an application executing on behalf of a user attempts to open a resource and indicates that it is doing so with the intent to modify that resource, that application instance is normally given a private copy of that resource to modify, as resources in the installation scope and system scope are common to applications executing on behalf of other users. Typically a user-scope copy of the resource is made, unless the user-scope instance already exists. The definition of the aggregate view provided by a virtual scope means that the act of copying an installation-scope or system-scope resource to a user scope does not change the aggregate view provided by the virtual scope 262 for the user and application in question, nor for any other user, nor for any other application instance. Subsequent modifications to the copied resource by the application instance executing on behalf of the user do not affect the aggregate view of any other application instance that does not share the same user scope. In other words, those modifications do not change the aggregate view of native resources for other users, or for application instances not associated with the same installation scope.

[0112] A method for returning an instance of a native resource to a requesting application is illustrated in Fig. 5. This embodiment includes a method 351 that substantially instantaneously responds to a request for a native resource generated by an application executing in a user session after the request is intercepted (step 353). Upon interception of the native resource request (step 353), a search is performed within the first installation scope for an instance of a native resource corresponding to the requested native resource (step 356). A determination is made as to whether or not a corresponding instance of a native resource was found (step 359), and if the resource was found, an instance of the found native resource is retrieved from the first installation scope (step 362). When a native resource is not found, then a search is performed for an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope (step 365). A determination is made as to whether or not an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope was found (step 368), and if an association was not found, then a search is performed within the system scope (step 383) for an instance of a native resource corresponding to the requested native resource. When an association is found, then a search is performed within the second installation scope for an instance of a native resource corresponding to the native resource requested by the application (step 371). A determination is made as to whether or not an instance of a native resource corresponding to the requested native resource was found within the second installation scope (step 374), and if no corresponding resource was found, a search is performed within the system scope (step 383) for an instance of a native resource corresponding to the requested native resource. If an instance of a corresponding native resource is found within the second installation scope, then the instance of the native resource corresponding to the requested native resource is retrieved from the second installation scope (step 377). When a corresponding instance of a native resource is retrieved from either of the first installation scope, or an associated second installation scope, the retrieved resource instance is included within the response sent to the request made by the application for a native resource (step 380).

[0113] Further referring to Fig. 5 and in more detail, in the illustrated embodiment, the method 351 includes intercepting a request made by an application executing in a user session (step 353). In this embodiment, the request is made by a single application for a native resource. Other embodiments include a request made by one or more applications for one or more native resources. Further embodiments include an operating system 210 with a filter driver, driver, or other virtual object configured to intercept the application requests and implement the method 351.

[0114] In one embodiment, a search is performed in a first installation scope for an instance of a native resource corresponding to the native resource requested by the application (step 356). A first installation scope is the installation scope with the highest priority over all other installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. For example, if three installation scopes were included in the isolation environment 260, then the first installation scope would be the scope with the highest priority over the other two installation scopes. The last installation scope, in this example, would be the installation scope with a lower priority than each of the other two installation scopes. Priority, in this example, is
determinative of whether a native resource included in a scope is shown to a requesting application over resources included in other scopes. In this example, a resource included in the first installation scope can take priority over a resource in either of the second installation scope or the last installation scope, meaning that the requesting application is shown an instance of the native resource included in the first installation scope rather than an instance of the native resource included in the second installation scope, or the last installation scope.

[0115] A determination is made, in one embodiment, as to whether or not a corresponding native resource was found in the first installation scope (step 359). If a corresponding native resource is found, then an instance of this found resource is retrieved from the first installation scope (step 362). This instance of the native resource can, in some embodiments, be returned substantially immediately to the requesting application, or a further search may be done to find additional instances of the requested resource.

[0116] In one embodiment, if no corresponding instance of a native resource is found in the first installation scope, then a search is done for an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope (365). Embodiments include searching for an association indicating that the first installation scope is associated with a second installation scope with respect to the applications each installation scope isolates. In one embodiment, a first application isolated within a first installation scope may interact with a second application isolated in a second installation scope. Rather than combine each application in a single installation scope, each application executes within its respective installation scope and the applications interact per associations established between the installation scopes. Association between the installation scopes, may in some embodiments cause the installation scopes to interact together within the isolation environment 260, while other embodiments may cause the installation scopes to interact together within the isolation environment 260 on a case by case basis.

[0117] A determination is made as to whether or not an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope is found (step 368), and in one embodiment, the method then searches within the second installation scope for a corresponding native resource (step 371). While the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 5 depicts a search for an association between a first installation scope and a second installation scope, other embodiments may include a search for additional associations between one or more installation scopes, for example: an association between a second installation scope and a third installation scope, an association between a third installation scope and a fourth installation scope, and an association between an "n" installation scope and an "n+1" installation scope where n is any number greater than two. If no association is found between the first installation scope and an additional installation scope, then the method identifies a candidate resource in the system scope and searches within the system scope to verify the existence of the candidate resource (step 383).

[0118] In one embodiment, a determination is made as to whether or not an instance of a corresponding native resource is present within the second installation scope (step 374). When in one embodiment no resource instance is found, the method 351 then searches within the system scope for a corresponding instance of the requested native resource (step 386). In one embodiment, a found instance of the native resource is retrieved from the second installation scope (step 377), and this native resource instance is sent to the requesting application when a response to the application request is sent to the application (step 380).

[0119] Another embodiment includes a computing machine 200 configured to associate any application instance with any installation scope, regardless of whether the application was installed into that application isolation scope, another application isolation scope or no application isolation scope. Applications which were not installed into a particular application scope can be executed on behalf of a user in the context of an installation scope and the corresponding user scope, because their native resources are available to them via the aggregated virtual scope 282 formed by the user scope, installation scopes and the system scope. Where it is desired to run an application in isolation, this computing machine 200 provides the ability for applications installed directly into the system scope to be run within an isolation environment 260 without requiring a separate installation of the application within the isolation environment 260. This also provides the ability for applications installed directly into the system scope 256 to be used as helper applications in the context of any scope.

[0120] Each application instance, including all of the processes that make up the executing application, is associated with either zero or one installation scopes, and by extension exactly zero or one corresponding user scopes. This association is used by the rules engine when determining which rule, if any, to apply to a resource request. The association does not have to be to the installation scope that the application was installed into, if any. Many applications that are installed into a scope does not function correctly when running in a different scope or no scope because they cannot find necessary native resources. However, because a virtual scope 262 is an aggregation of resource views including the system scope, an application installed in the system scope can generally function correctly inside any installation scope. This means that helper programs, as well as out-of-process COM servers, can be invoked and executed by an application executing on behalf of a user in a particular scope.

[0121] In some embodiments, applications that are installed in the system scope are executed in a scope for the purpose of identifying what changes are made to the computer's files and configuration settings as a result of this execution. As all affected files and configuration settings are isolated in the user scope, these files and configuration
settings are easily identifiable. In some of these embodiments, this is used in order to report on the changes made to the files and configuration settings by the application. In some embodiments, the files and configuration settings are deleted at the end of the application execution, which effectively ensures that no changes to the computer’s files and configuration setting are stored as a result of application execution. In still other embodiments, the files and configuration settings are selectively deleted or not deleted at the end of the application execution, which effectively ensures that only some changes to the computer’s files and configuration setting are stored as a result of application execution.

Virtualization Mechanism Overview

Illustrated in Fig. 6A is an embodiment for virtualizing access to native resources in an execution mode. An access mode is distinguishable from an installation mode as described in more detail below. In brief overview, a request to access a native resource is intercepted or received (step 502). The request identifies the native resource to which access is sought. The applicable rule regarding how to treat the received access request is determined (step 504), and a further determination is made as to what action should be taken (step 505). If the rule indicates the request should be ignored; then the literal resource name is set equal to the virtual resource name (step 507), the access request is passed without modification to the system root (step 506), and the result returned to the requestor (step 510). If the rule indicates that the access request should be either redirected or isolated, the literal instance of the resource that satisfies the request is identified (step 508), a modified or replacement request for the literal resource is passed to the system layer (step 506) and the result is returned to the requestor (step 510).

Still referring to FIG. 6A, and in more detail, a request identifying a native resource is intercepted or received (step 502). In some embodiments, requests for native resources are intercepted by “hooking” functions provided by the operating system 210 for applications to make native resource requests. In one embodiment, interception using a “hooking” function is implemented via a dynamically-linked library (DLL) that gets loaded into the address space of new processes created by the operating system 210, and which performs hooking during its initialization routine. Loading a DLL into each process is achieved in some embodiments using a facility provided by the operating system 210; or in other embodiments by modifying a list of DLLs to import included in the executable image, where the list of DLLs are either in the disk file, or in memory as the executable image for the process is loaded from disk. Still other embodiments perform “hooking” functions using a server, a driver, or a daemon. In other embodiments, executable images, including shared libraries and executable files, provided by the operating system 210 may be modified or patched in order to provide function hooks or to directly embody the logic of this invention. For specific embodiments in which the operating system 210 is a member of the Microsoft WINDOWS family of operating systems, interception may be performed by a kernel mode driver hooking the System Service Dispatch Table. In still other embodiments, the operating system 210 may provide a facility allowing third parties to hook functions that request access to native resources. In some of these embodiments, the operating system 210 may provide this facility via an application programming interface (API) or a debug facility.

In other embodiments, the native resource request is intercepted by a filter in the driver stack or handler stack associated with the native resource. For example, some members of the family of Microsoft WINDOWS operating systems provide the capability to plug a third-party filter driver or mini-filter into the file system driver stack and a file system filter driver or mini-filter may be used to provide the isolation functions described below. In still other embodiments the invention comprises a file system implementation that directly incorporates the logic of this invention. Alternatively, the operating system 210 may be rewritten to directly provide the functions described below. In some embodiments, a combination of some or all of the methods listed above to intercept or receive requests for resources may be simultaneously employed.

In many embodiments, only requests to open an existing native resource or create a new native resource are hooked or intercepted. In these embodiments, the initial access to a native resource is the access that causes the resource to be virtualized. After the initial access, the requesting application program is able to communicate with the operating system 210 concerning the virtualized resource using a handle or pointer or other identifier provided by the operating system 210 that directly identifies the literal resource. In other embodiments, other types of requests to operate on a virtualized native resource are also hooked or intercepted. In some of these embodiments, requests by the application to open or create virtual resources return virtual handles that do not directly identify the literal resource, and the isolation environment 260 is responsible for translating subsequent requests against virtual handles to the corresponding literal resource. In some of those embodiments, additional virtualization operations can be deferred until proven necessary. For example, the operation of providing a private modifiable copy of a resource to an installation scope can be deferred until a request to change the resource is made, rather than when the resource is opened in a mode that allows subsequent modification.

In some embodiments, once the native resource request is intercepted or received, the applicable rule determining how to treat the particular request is determined (step 504). The applicable rule may, in some embodiments, be determined by reference to a rules engine, a database of rules, or a flat file containing rules organized using an appropriate
data structure such as a list or a tree structure. In other embodiments, rules are accorded a priority that determines
which rule is regarded as the applicable rule when two or more rules apply. Rule priority, in many embodiments, is
included in the rules themselves or, in other embodiments, rule priority may be embedded in the data structure used to
store the rules, for example, rule priority may be indicated by a rule’s position in a tree structure. The determined rule
in these embodiments, may include additional information regarding how to process the virtualized resource request
such as, for example, to which literal resource to redirect the request. In a specific embodiment a rule is a triple comprising
a filter field, an action field, and data field. In this embodiment, the filter field includes the filter used to match received
native resource requests to determine if the rule is valid for the requested resource name.

[0127] In one embodiment, a determination is made as to what action should be performed (step 505). Some embod-
iments of the method 503 encapsulate action information within the retrieved rule information. Exemplary actions include:
"ignore;", "redirect;" or "isolate;". Further embodiments include a data field that include additional information concerning
the action to be taken when the rule is valid, including the function to be used when the rule is valid. Still other embodiments
of the method 503 include a determination as to which action should be performed (step 505), where the action instruction
is generated by user-input.

[0128] In many embodiments, a rule action of "ignore" means the request directly operates on the requested native
resource in the system scope. That is, the name of the literal resource is made to equal the virtual name (step 507), and
the request is passed unaltered to the system root 216 (step 506) and the request is fulfilled as if no isolation environment
260 exists. In this case, the isolation environment 260 is said to have a "hole;", or the request may be referred to as a
"pass through" request.

[0129] If the rule action, in some embodiments, indicates that the native resource request should be redirected or
isolated, then the literal resource that satisfies the request is identified (step 508). A rule action of "redirect;" means in
many embodiments, that the native resource request directly operates on a system-scope native resource, albeit a
different resource than specified in the request. The literal resource is identified by applying a mapping function specified
in, or implied by, the data field of the determined rule to the name of the requested native resource. In the most general
case the literal native resource may be located anywhere in the system scope 256. As a simple example, the rule (prefix
match ("c:\temp"," resource name), REDIRECT, replace_prefix ("c:\temp"," d:\wutemp", resource name)) can redirect
a requested access to the file c:\temp\examples\dl.txt to the literal file d:\wutemp\examples\dl.txt. The mapping function
included in the data field of the rule and the matching function may be further generalized to support complex behaviors
by, for example, using regular expressions. Some embodiments may provide the ability to specify mapping functions
that locate the literal resource within the user isolation scope or a sub-scope applicable to the application executing on
behalf of the user, or the installation scope or a sub-scope applicable to the application. Further embodiments may
provide the ability to specify mapping functions that locate the literal resource within an installation scope applicable to
a different application in order to provide a controlled form of interaction isolated applications. In some particular
embodiments, the "redirect;" action can be configured to provide behavior equivalent to the "ignore;" rule action. In these
embodiments, the literal resource is exactly the requested native resource. When this condition is configured, the isolation
environment 260 may be said to have a "hole;," or the request may be referred to as a "pass through" request.

[0130] A rule action of "isolate;" means that the request operates on a literal resource that is identified using the
appropriate user scope and installation scope. That is, the identifier for the literal resource is determined by modifying
the identifier for the requested native resource using the user scope, the installation scope, both scopes, or neither
scope. The particular literal resource identified depends on the type of access requested and whether instances of the
requested native resource already exist in the applicable user scope, the applicable installation scope and the system
scope 256.

[0131] Fig. 6B depicts one embodiment of a process 508 that includes the steps taken to identify the literal resource
(step 506 in Fig. 6A) when a request to open a native resource is received that indicates the resource is being opened
with the intention of modifying it. Briefly, a determination is made whether the user-scope instance, that is, an instance
that exists in an applicable user scope or user sub-scope, of the requested native resource exists (step 554). If so, the
user-scope instance is identified as the literal resource for the request (step 506), and that instance is opened and
returned to the requestor. If the user-scope instance does not exist, a determination whether the first installation-scoped
instance of the requested native resource exists is made (step 556). If the first installation-scope instance exists, it is
identified as the "candidate;" resource instance (step 569), and permission data associated with the candidate instance
is checked to determine if modification of that instance is allowed (step 562). If no first installation-scope instance exists,
then a determination whether there exists an association between the first installation scope and a second installation
scope is made (step 557). If such an association exists between the first installation scope and a second installation scope
exists, then a determination whether the second installation-scope instance of the requested native resource
exists is made (step 559). If the second installation-scope instance exists, it is identified as the "candidate;" resource
instance (step 569). If an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope does not exist,
or if an association does exist but no second installation-scope instance exists; then a determination is made whether the
system-scope instance of the requested native resource exists (step 558). If a system-scope instance does not exist,
an error condition is returned to the requestor indicating that the requested virtualized resource does not exist in the virtual scope (step 560). However, if the system-scope instance exists, the instance is identified as the candidate resource instance (step 569), and permission data associated with the candidate instance is checked to determine if modification of that instance is allowed (step 562). If not, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 564) indicating that modification of the virtualized resource is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the candidate resource may be modified, a user-scope copy of the candidate instance of the native resource is made (step 570), the user-scope instance is identified as the literal instance for the request (step 506), and is opened and returned to the requestor.

[0132] Still referring to Fig. 6B, and in more detail, in one embodiment of the process 508, a determination is made whether the user-scope resource exists, or in other words, whether the requested resource exists in the applicable user scope or sub-scope (step 554). In some embodiments, the applicable user scope or sub-scope is the scope associated with the user session executing the application that made the request. The user scope or a sub-scope, in an embodiment where the requested resource is a file from the file system, may be a directory under which all files that exist in the user scope are stored. In some of these embodiments, the directory tree structure under the user scope directory reflects the path of the requested resource. For example, if the requested file is c:\temp\test.txt and the user scope directory is d: \user1\appl, then the path to the user-scope literal file may be d:\user1\appl\temp\test.txt. In other embodiments, the path to the user-scope literal file may be defined in a native naming convention. For example, the path to the user-scope literal file may be d:\user1\appl\device\harddisk\temp\test.txt. In still other embodiments, the user-scope files may all be stored in a single directory with names chosen to be unique and a database may be used to store the mapping between the requested file name and the name of the corresponding literal file stored in the directory. In still other embodiments, the contents of the literal files may be stored in a database. In still other embodiments, the native file system provides the facility for a single file to contain multiple independent named “streams”, and the contents of the user-scope files are stored as additional streams of the associated files in the system scope 256. Alternatively, the literal files may be stored in a custom file system that may be designed to optimize disk usage or other criteria of interest.

[0133] If the user-scope resource instance does not exist, then a determination is made whether the first installation-scope resource exists, or in other words whether the requested resource exists in the first installation scope (step 556). In one embodiment, the methods described above are used to make this determination. For example, if the requested file is c:\temp\test.txt and the first installation scope directory is e:\appl, then the path to the first installation-scope file may be e:\appl\temp\test.txt. As above, other embodiments may allow the path to the first installation-scope file to be stored in a native naming convention. The embodiments described above may also apply to the first installation scope.

[0134] If the first installation-scope resource does not exist, then a determination is made whether there exists an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope (step 557). In many embodiments, multiple installation scopes may exist within the isolation environment 260, meaning that a first installation scope may be associated with one or more additional installation scopes such that images of these additional installation scopes are included within the isolation environment 260 associated with the first installation scope. While Fig. 6B illustrates a process 508 that only checks for an association with a second installation scope, other embodiments of the process 508 may include checks for one or more additional installation scopes. In this embodiment, each additional installation scope would be analyzed to determine if that installation scope contains an instance of the requested resource (analogous to step 559), and when the determination is true, the found resource would be identified as a candidate resource (step 569).

[0135] If an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope does exist, then a determination is made as to whether or not the second installation scope contains an instance of the requested resource (step 559). In one embodiment, the methods described above may be used to make this determination. For example, if the requested file is c:\temp\test.txt and the second installation scope directory is e:\appl, then the path to the second installation-scope file may be e:\appl\temp\test.txt. As above, other embodiments may allow the path to the second installation-scope file to be stored in a native naming convention. The embodiments described above may also apply to the second installation scope.

[0136] If either the second installation-scope resource does not exist, or an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope does not exist; then a determination is made whether the system-scope resource exists, or in other words, whether the requested resource exists in the system scope (step 558). For example, if the requested file is c:\temp\test.txt then the path to the system-scope file is c:\temp\test.txt. If the requested resource does not exist in the system scope, an indication that the requested resource does not exist in the virtual scope is returned to the requestor (step 560).

[0137] Whether the candidate resource instance for the requested resource is located in one of the installation scopes, or in the system scope, a determination is made whether modification of the candidate resource instance is allowed (step 562). For example, the candidate native resource instance may have associated native permission data indicating that modification of the candidate instance is not allowed by that user session. Further, the rules engine may include configuration settings instructing the isolation environment 260 to obey or override the native permission data for virtualized copies of resources. In some embodiments, the rules may specify for some virtual resources the scope in which modifications are to occur, for example the system scope, an installation scope or a sub-scope, or the user scope or a
sub-scopes. In some embodiments, the rules engine may specify configuration settings that apply to subsets of the virtualized native resources based on hierarchy or on type of resource accessed. In some of these embodiments, the configuration settings may be specific to each virtualized native resource. In another example, the rules engine may include configuration data that prohibits or allows modification of certain classes of files, such as executable code, MIME types, or file types as defined by the operating system.

[0138] If the determination is made that the permissions do not allow modification of the candidate resource instance, then an error condition is returned to the requestor indicating that write access to the virtual resource is not allowed (step 564). If the determination is made that the permissions do allow the candidate resource instance to be modified, then the candidate instance is copied to the appropriate user scope or sub-scope (step 570). For embodiments in which the logical hierarchy structure of the requested native resource is maintained in the various scopes, copying the candidate instance of the resource to the user scope (step 570) may require the creation in the user scope of hierarchy placeholders. A hierarchy placeholder is a node that is placed in the hierarchy to correctly locate the copied resource in a scope. A hierarchy placeholder stores no data, is identified as a placeholder node, and "does not exist" in the sense that it cannot be the literal resource returned to a requestor. In some embodiments, the identification of a node as a placeholder node is made by recording the fact in metadata attached to the node, or to the parent of the node, or to some other related entity in the system layer. In other embodiments, a separate repository of placeholder node names is maintained.

[0139] In some embodiments, the rules may specify that modifications to particular resources may be made at a particular scope, such as the installation scope. In those cases the copy operation (step 570) is expanded to determine whether modification to the candidate resource instance is allowed at the scope or sub-scope in which it is found. If not, the candidate resource instance is copied to the scope or sub-scope in which modification is allowed, which may not be the user scope, and the new copy is identified as the literal resource instance (step 506). If so, the candidate resource instance is identified as the literal instance (step 506), and is opened and the result returned to the requestor (step 510).

[0140] Referring back to Fig. 6A, the literal resource instance, whether located within the user scope (step 554) or created when copied into the user scope (step 570); is opened (step 506) and returned to the requestor (step 510). In some embodiments, opening the resource instance and returning the instance to the requesting application is accomplished by issuing an "open" command to the operating system 210 and returning to the requesting application the response from the operating system 210 to the "open" command.

[0141] If an application executing on behalf of a user deletes a native resource, the aggregated view of native resources presented to that application as the virtual scope 262 reflects that deletion. In one embodiment, a request to delete a resource is a request for a special type of modification, albeit one that modifies the resource by removing its existence entirely. Conceptually a request to delete a resource proceeds in a similar manner to that outlined in Fig. 6A, including the determination of the literal resource as outlined in Fig. 68. In an embodiment that supports a deletion operation, however, identifying a literal resource instance (step 506) operates differently for isolated resources and for redirected or ignored resources. When the action is "redirect" or "ignore," the literal resource is deleted from the system scope. When the action is "isolate," the literal resource is "virtually" deleted, or in other words the fact that it has been deleted is recorded in the user scope. A deleted node contains no data, is identified as deleted, and it and all of its descendants "do not exist". In other words, if it is the resource or the ancestor of a resource that would otherwise satisfy a resource request a "resource not found" error is returned to the requestor. Outlined below are further details regarding this process.

In some embodiments, the identification of a node as a deleted node is made by recording the fact in metadata attached to the node, or to the parent of the node, or to some other related entity in the system root 216. In other embodiments, a separate repository of deleted node names is maintained, for example, in a separate sub-scope.

Installation or an Applications into an Installation Scope

[0142] In many embodiments, an installation scope as described above is the scope in which associated instances of an application share resources independently of other user sessions, or equivalently on behalf of all possible user sessions, including the resources that those application instances create. Embodiments can include a main class of these resources that is created when an application gets installed onto the operating system 210. Some embodiments include a computer 200 where two incompatible applications do not have permission to be installed thereon. In this embodiment, the problem of incompatibility between two different applications is solved by installing at least one of the applications into an isolation environment 260. To accomplish installation of an application into an isolation environment 260, an embodiment of an installation method allows an installation scope, or an application instance associated with an installation scope to operate in an "install mode" such that the installation scope or application instance can support installation of an application. In this embodiment, the "install mode" utilizes the installation program for a chosen application, and associates this installation program with an installation scope under the presumption that the installation program should execute on behalf of all user sessions. The installation scope, in this embodiment, acts for the application instance as if the installation scope were a user scope for "all users" even though no user scope is active for that application instance.
Illustrated in Fig. 6C are an embodiment of a method 508 operating in install mode, and an method 508 configured to identify a literal resource when a request to open a native resource is received that indicates the resource is being opened with the intention of modifying it. A determination is first made as to whether or not the resource instance exists within the first installation scope (step 524). If no resource instance exists within the first installation scope, then a determination is made as to whether or not there is an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope (step 526). If there is no association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope, then a determination is made as to whether or not an instance of the resource exists within the second installation scope (step 528).

If a determination is made that an instance of the resource exists within the second installation scope, then the literal instance is identified as the instance found within the second installation scope (step 531). If a determination is made that an instance of the resource does not exist within the second installation scope, then a determination is made as to whether or not an instance of the requested resource exists within the system scope (step 530). If no instance of the resource exists within the system scope, then an error of "Not Found" is returned to the requesting application (step 532). If, however, an instance of the requested resource is found within the system scope, then the system scope instance of the requested resource is identified as the candidate resource (step 534). A determination is then made as to whether or not the permissions associated with the identified resource instance allow the identified resource instance to be modified (step 536). If the permissions do not allow for a modification of the identified instance of the resource, then an error of "Permission Denied" is returned to the requesting application (step 538). When, however, the permissions do allow for a modification of the identified instance of the resource, then the candidate resource is copied to the first installation scope (step 540), and the literal resource is the instance of the resource within the first installation scope (step 542).

When a determination is made that an instance of the resource exists within the first installation scope (step 524), then the literal resource is the instance of the resource within the first installation scope (step 542).

Further referring to Fig. 6C in more detail, in one embodiment of the method 508, no user-scope is active and so a determination is first made whether there exists a first installation-scope instance of the requested native resource exists (step 524). If the first installation-scope instance exists, it is identified as the literal resource instance (step 542). If no first installation-scope instance exists, a determination is made as to whether or not there exists an association between the first installation scope and a second installation scope (step 526). When it is determined that there exists an association, a further determination is made as to whether a second installation-scope instance exists (step 528). In other embodiments of the method 508, more than two installation scopes are searched for an instance of the resource, and determinations are made as to whether or not there are associations between more than two installation scopes.

In one embodiment of the method 508, when no association is found between the first installation scope and additional installation scopes, a determination is made as to whether or not an instance of the resource exists within the system scope (step 530). If an instance of the resource does exist within the second installation scope, then the found resource is identified as the literal resource (step 531). Other embodiments of the method 508 may copy the identified resource instance to the first installation scope (step 540), and identify the copied instance as the literal resource.

In one embodiment of the method 508, when a determination is made that a resource identified in the system scope as the candidate resource (step 534) has permission to be modified (step 536), that resource is copied to the first installation scope (step 540) and identified as the literal resource (step 542). In some embodiments of the method 508, the candidate file is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the file is copied to an application isolation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular application isolation sub-scope or user isolation sub-scope to which the file should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested file that do not appear in the isolation scope to which the file is copied are created as placeholders in the isolation scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy.

Illustrated in Fig. 6D is an embodiment of a method 596 that operates in install mode such that the method 596 is configured to identify the literal resource when a request to create a native resource is received. Briefly, as no user-scope is active, a determination is first made whether the first installation-scope instance of the requested native resource exists (step 584). If the first installation-scope instance exists, an error condition may be returned to the requestor indicating that the resource cannot be created because it already exists (step 590). If no first installation-scope instance exists, a determination is made as to whether or not an association exists between the first installation scope and the second installation scope (step 586). If there is an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope, then a determination is made as to whether or not the system-scoped instance of the requested native resource exists (step 588). If an instance of the resource exists within the second installation scope, then an error condition may be returned to the requestor indicating that the resource cannot be created because it already exists (step 590). If an instance of the resource does not exist within the second installation scope, then a determination is made as to whether or not an instance of the resource exists within the system scope (step 592). When an instance of the resource exists within the system scope, an error condition may be returned to the requestor indicating that the resource cannot be created because it already exists (step 590). In some embodiments, the request used to open the resource may
specify that any extant system-scope instance of the resource may be overwritten. If the system-scope resource instance
do not exist, either of the installation-scope resource instances may be identified as the literal instance which is created
to fulfill the request (step 594).

[0148] By comparing Fig. 6B with Fig. 6C and 6D, it can be seen that install mode operates in a similar manner to
eexecute mode, with the installation scope taking the place of the user scope. In other words, modifications to persistent
resources, including creation of new resources, take place in the appropriate installation scope instead of the appropriate
user scope. Furthermore, virtualization of access to existing isolated resources also ignores the appropriate user scope
and begins searching for a candidate literal resource in the installation scope.

[0149] There are two other cases where the installation scope operates in this manner to contain modifications to
existing resources and creation of new resources. Firstly, there may be an isolation environment 260 configured to
operate without a user layer, or a virtual scope 262 configured to operate without a user scope. In this case, the installation
scope is the only scope that can isolate modified and newly created resources. Secondly, the rules governing a particular
set of virtual resources may specify that they are to be isolated into the appropriate installation scope rather than into
the appropriate user scope. Again, this means modifications to and creations of resources subject to that rule are isolated
in the appropriate installation scope where they are visible to all application instances sharing that scope, rather than in
the user scope where they are only visible to the user executing those application instances.

[0150] In still other embodiments, an isolation environment 260 may be configured to allow certain resources to be
shared in the system scope, that is, the isolation environment 260 may act, for one or more system resources, as if no
user scope and no installation scope exists. System resources shared in the system scope are not copied when accessed
with the intent to modify, because they are shared by all applications and all users, i.e., they are global objects.

[0151] Illustrated in Fig. 7 is an embodiment of a method 301 for installing an application into an isolation environment
260. An isolation environment 260 is defined (step 303), and a first association is created between the first application
and the first installation scope (step 306). Upon creation of the first association, a determination is made as to whether
or not an instance of a second application is required for the first application to execute (step 309). If a determination is
made indicating that no additional application instances are needed to install the application within the isolation envi-
ronment 260, then the first association is stored (step 330), and the first application is launched into the isolation envi-
ronment 260 (step 327). If a determination is made indicating that additional application instances are needed to install
the application within the isolation environment, then an image of the second application is mounted onto a second
installation scope (step 312). A second association between the second application and the second installation scope
is created (step 315), and an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope is created
(step 318). Between a third installation scope and the aggregation of the first installation scope and the second installation
scope, a third association is created (step 321). The first association, the second association, and the third association
are then stored within a memory element (step 324).

[0152] Further referring to Fig. 7 in more detail, an embodiment of the method 301 includes defining an isolation
environment 260 (step 303) within the operating system 210. Other embodiments of the method 301 may define the
isolation environment 260 within a separate memory element or application located outside the operation system 210
but included within the computing machine 200. In one embodiment of the method 301, the isolation environment 260
is located on a third computing machine (not illustrated) in communication with the computing machine 200 but installed
in a location remote from the location where the computing machine 200 is installed. An isolation environment 260, in
some embodiments, is not defined within the operating system 210 but rather the installation root 214 and the user root
212 are included as separate entities on the computing machine 200.

[0153] In one embodiment of the method 301, an association is created between the first application and a first
installation scope (step 306). The first association, in this embodiment, can be created using an identifier that is common
to both the first application and the first installation scope. Another embodiment of the method 301 may create the
association by entering an entry into a table, list, or other document for tracking associations created between applications
and installation scopes. Still other embodiments of the method 301 includes saving a virtual object onto the computing
machine 200 representative of the association created between the first association and the first installation scope.

[0154] A determination is made, in one embodiment of the method 301, as to whether or not the first application
requires the presence of a second application to properly execute (step 309). Applications can, in some embodiments
of the method 301, require the presence of another application in order to properly execute on the computing machine
200. An example of this would be a document management program application that includes resources that reference
resources within a second program application such that the document management program application relies on the
existence of the resources within a second program application to properly execute. When it is determined that the first
application requires a second application to properly execute, the first association is stored in a memory element (step
330), and the first application is launched into the isolation environment 260 (step 327). Other embodiments of the
method 301 launch the application into the third installation scope, while still other embodiments launch the application
into the user scope.

[0155] If a determination is made that an instance of a second application is required for the first application to execute,
the in one embodiment of method 301, an image of the required second application is mounted onto a second installation scope (step 312). Other embodiments of the method 301 can mount the application into the first installation scope. Still other embodiments of the method 301 can mount a modified version of the application onto either a second installation scope, or the first installation scope.

[0156] Embodiments of the method 301 then create a second association between the second application and the second installation scope (step 315). In this embodiment, a further association is made between the first installation scope and the second installation scope (step 318). In some embodiments of the method 301, the association between the second application and the second installation scope occurs when the second application is mounted onto the second installation scope (step 312). Other embodiments of the method 301 include an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope that is created in a separate installation scope. Still other embodiments of the method 301 create an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope by aggregating each scope into a single installation scope; while other embodiments create an association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope by doing anyone of the following: creating a virtual object representative of the association between the first installation scope and the second installation scope; generating an entry, representative of the association, into a table, database, file, or other data tracking object; or adding identifiers to either installation scope to indicate that each of the first installation scope and the second installation scope should be associated with each other.

[0157] In one embodiment of the method 301, a third association is created between a third installation scope and the aggregation of the first installation scope and the second installation scope (step 321). Other embodiments of the method 301 create a third installation scope that includes the first installation scope and the second installation scope. Still other embodiments include a third installation scope that creates a common association between the third installation scope, the first installation scope, and the second installation scope without aggregating each of the first and second installation scopes.

[0158] The first association, second association, and third association are stored (step 324), and the first application is launched into the isolation environment 260 (step 327). In other embodiments of the method 301, each created association is stored in a memory element, where more than three associations may be stored therein. Still other embodiments may include associations that are "stored" in the sense that entries are stored in a table, list, or other data tracking object, where each entry catalogues the associations created.

[0159] While the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 7 depicts a method 301 that reviews only a first and second application and a first and second installation scope, other embodiments of the method 301 can review more than two application and more than two installation scopes. Still other embodiments can review an X number of applications and a Y number of installation scopes, where X is representative of a whole number greater than two, and Y is representative of a whole number greater than two that is a different number value than the number value represented by X.

Detailed Virtualization Examples

[0160] The methods and apparatus described above may be used to virtualize a wide variety of native resources 258. A number of these are described in detail below.

File System Virtualization

[0161] The methods and apparatus described above may be used to virtualize access to a file system. As described above, a file system is commonly organized in a logical hierarchy of directories, which are themselves files and which may contain other directories and data files.

[0162] In brief overview, Fig. 8 depicts one embodiment of the steps taken to open a file in the virtualized environment described above. A request to open a file is received or intercepted (step 602). The request contains a file name, which is treated as a virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. The processing rule applicable to the target of the file system open request is determined (step 604). If the rule action is "redirect" (step 642), the virtual file name provided in the request is mapped to a literal file name according to the applicable rule (step 606). A request to open the literal file using the literal file name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 640). If instead the rule action is "ignore" (step 642), then the literal file name is determined to be exactly the virtual file name (step 608), and the request to open the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 640). If in step 642 the rule action is "isolate", then the file name corresponding to the virtual file name in the user scope is identified as the candidate file name (step 610). In other words, the candidate file name is formed by mapping the virtual file name to the corresponding native file name specific to the applicable user scope. The category of existence of the candidate file is determined by examining the user scope and any metadata associated with the candidate file (step 612). If the candidate file is determined to have "negative existence", because either the candidate file or one of its ancestor directories in the user scope is marked
as deleted, this means the requested virtual file is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested file is not found is returned to the requestor (step 616). If instead in step 612 the candidate file is determined to have "positive existence", then because the candidate file exists in the user scope and the candidate file is not marked as a placeholder node, the requested virtual file is known to exist. The candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630). If, however, in step 612, the candidate file has "neutral existence" because the candidate file does not exist, or the candidate file exists but is marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual file exists or not. In this case a subroutine is called to retrieve an installation-scope file name corresponding to the virtual file name, identify found installation-scope file names as candidate file names, and categorize the existence of the identified candidate files by examining the installation scopes and any metadata associated with the identified candidate files (step 614). In one embodiment, the subroutine called is an embodiment of the subroutine depicted in Fig. 12. This subroutine searches through the one or more installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260 to determine whether or not the candidate file name exists within the one or more installation scopes. In one embodiment of the subroutine, a value is returned by the subroutine indicating whether or not the candidate file exists within any of the more or more installation scopes. If the value returned from the subroutine indicates that the candidate file has "negative existence", because either the candidate file or one of its ancestor directories in the installation scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual file is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested file is not found is returned to the requestor (step 616). If instead in step 614 the value returned from the subroutine indicates that the candidate file is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate file exists in at least one of the installation scopes and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual file is known to exist. The request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the file (step 622). If not, the candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630). If, however, in step 622, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the file, permission data associated with the file is checked to determine if modification of the file is allowed (step 636). If not, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 638) indicating that modification of the file is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the file may be modified, the candidate file is copied to the user scope (step 634). In some embodiments, the candidate file is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the file is copied to an installation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the file should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested file that do not appear in the scope to which the file is copied are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy. The scoped instance is identified as the literal file (step 632) and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630). Returning to step 614, if the candidate file has neutral existence because the candidate file does not exist, or because the candidate file is found but marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual file exists or not. In this case, the system-scope file name corresponding to the virtual file name is identified as the candidate file name (step 628). In other words, the candidate file name is exactly the virtual file name. If the candidate file does not exist (step 626), an error condition indicating the virtual file was not found is returned to the requestor (step 624). If on the other hand the candidate file exists (step 626), the request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the file (step 622). If not, the candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630). If, however, in step 622, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the file, permission data associated with the file is checked to determine if modification of the file is allowed (step 636). If not, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 638) indicating that modification of the file is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the file may be modified, the candidate file is copied to the user scope (step 634). In some embodiments, the candidate file is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the file is copied to an installation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the file should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested file that do not appear in the scope are created as placeholders in the scope to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy. The scoped instance is identified as the literal file (step 632) and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630).

[0163] This embodiment can be trivially modified to perform a check for existence of a file rather than opening a file. The attempt to open the literal file in step 630 is replaced with a check for the existence of that literal file and that status returned to the requestor.

[0164] Still referring to FIG. 8 and now in more detail, a request to open a virtual file is received or intercepted (step 602). The corresponding literal file may be of user scope, installation scope or system scope, or it may be scoped to an installation sub-scope or a user sub-scope. In some embodiments, the request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for opening a file. In another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a
process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for native files. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of file operation, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of file operations.

[0165] The request contains a file name, which is treated as a virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. The processing rule applicable to the file system open request is determined (step 604) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments the processing rule applicable to the open request is determined using the virtual name included in the open request. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual file name provided for the requested file is used as an index into the rule engine to locate one or more rules that apply to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular file and, in these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual file name is the rule applied to the request. In other embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in FIG. 6 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a file, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

[0166] If the rule action is "redirect" (step 642), the virtual file name provided in the request is mapped to a literal file name according to the applicable rule (step 606). A request to open the literal file identified by the literal file name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 640). For example, a request to open a file named "file_1" may result in the opening of a literal file named "Different_file_1". In the case of a database look up, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the file using the virtual file name results in the return of a STATUS_REPARSE response from the file system filter driver indicating the determined literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the file open request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE response.

[0167] If instead the rule action is "ignore" (step 642), then the literal file name is determined to be exactly the virtual file name (step 608), and the request to open the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 640). For example, a request to open a file named "file_1" results in the opening of an actual file named "file_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument.

[0168] If in step 642 the rule action is "isolate", then the user-scoped file name corresponding to the virtual file name is identified as the candidate file name (step 610). In other words, the candidate file name is formed by mapping the virtual file name to the corresponding native file name specific to the applicable user scope. For example, a request to open a file named "file_1" may result in the opening of an actual file named "Isolated_file_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the file using the virtual file name results in the return of a STATUS_REPARSE response from the file system filter driver indicating the determined literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the file open request with the determined literal name include in the REPARSE response.

[0169] In some embodiments, the literal name formed in order to isolate a requested system file may be based on the virtual file name received and a scope-specific identifier. The scope-specific identifier may be an identifier associated with an installation scope, a user scope, a session scope, an installation sub-scope, a user sub-scope, or some combination of the above. The scope-specific identifier is used to "mangle" the virtual name received in the request.

[0170] In other embodiments, the user scope or a sub-scope may be a directory under which all files that exist in the user scope are stored. In some of these embodiments, the directory tree structure under the user directory reflects the path of the requested resource. In other words, the literal file path is formed by mapping the virtual file path to the user scope. For example, if the requested file is c:\temp\test.txt and the user scope directory is d:\user1\app1, then the path to the user-scope literal file may be d:\user1\app1\c\temp\test.txt. In other embodiments, the path to the user-scope literal file is defined in a native naming convention. For example, the path to the user-scope literal file may be d:\user1\app1\device\harddisk1\temp\test.txt. In still other embodiments, the user-scope files may all be stored in a single directory with names chosen to be unique and a database may be used to store the mapping between the requested file name and the name of the corresponding literal file stored in the directory. In still other embodiments, the contents of the literal files may be stored in a database. In still other embodiments, the native file system provides the facility for a single file to contain multiple independent named "streams", and the contents of the user-scope files are stored as additional streams of the associated files in the system scope. Alternatively, the literal files may be stored in a custom file system that may be designed to optimize disk usage or other criteria of interest.

[0171] The category of existence of the candidate file is determined by examining the user scope and any metadata
associated with the candidate file (step 612). If the candidate file is determined to have "negative existence", because either the candidate file or one of its ancestor directories in the user scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual file is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested file is not found is returned to the requestor (step 616).

In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a file may be stored directly in the literal filename, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the file by virtual filename check for possible variations of the literal filename due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the file itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal name. In other embodiments, one or more alternate names for the file may be formed from the virtual file name and a metadata indicator, and may be created using hard link or soft link facilities provided by the file system. The existence of these links may be hidden from applications by the isolation environment 260 by indicating that the file is not found if a request is given to access a file using the name of a link. A particular link's presence or absence may indicate one bit of metadata for each metadata indicator, or there may be a link with a metadata indicator that can take on multiple states to indicate several bits of metadata. In still other embodiments, where the file system supports alternate file streams, an alternate file stream may be created to embody metadata, with the size of the stream indicating several bits of metadata. In still other embodiments, a file system may directly provide the ability to store some third-party metadata for each file in the file system.

In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted files or file system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted files. In these embodiments, if a deleted file is recreated then the file name may be removed from the list of deleted files. In others of these embodiments, a file name may be removed from the list if the list grows beyond a certain size.

If instead the candidate file is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate file exists in the user scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual file is known to exist. The candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630).

If, however, the candidate file has a "neutral existence" because the candidate file does not exist, or the candidate file exists but is marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual file exists or not. In this case a call is made to a subroutine that searches through the one or more installation scopes to retrieve an installation-scope file name and identify the virtual file name as the candidate file name (step 614). In other words, the candidate file name is formed by mapping the virtual file name to the corresponding native file name specific to an installation scope identified as the installation scope within which a corresponding native file name may be found. In one embodiment, once the subroutine identifies a candidate file, the subroutine then can determine the category of existence of the candidate file by examining the installation scope and any metadata associated with the candidate file (step 614). The subroutine, in one embodiment, returns a value indicative of the category of existence of the candidate file (step 614).

If the value returned by the subroutine indicates that the installation-scope candidate file has a "negative existence", and then in one embodiment this "negative existence" is a result of either the candidate file or one of its ancestor directories in the installation scope being marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual file is known to not exist. In this embodiment, an error condition indicating the requested file is not found is returned to the requestor (step 616).

If in step 614 the value returned by the subroutine indicates that the candidate file has a "positive existence," and the candidate file exists in the installation scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual file is known to exist. The request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the file (step 622). If not, the candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630).

If, however, in step 622, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the file, permission data associated with the file is checked to determine if modification of the file is allowed (step 636). In some embodiments, the permission data is associated with the installation-scope candidate file. In some of these embodiments, the permission data is stored in a rules engine or in metadata associated with the candidate file. In other embodiments, the permission data associated with the candidate file is provided by the operating system 210. Further, the rules engine may include configuration settings instructing the isolation environment 260 to obey or override the native permission data for virtualized copies of resources. In some embodiments, the rules may specify for some virtual resources the scope in which modifications are to occur, for example the system scope or the installation scope or a sub-scope, or the user scope or a sub-scope. In some embodiments, the rules engine may specify configuration settings that apply to subsets of the virtualized native resources based on hierarchy or on the type of resource accessed. In some of these embodiments, the configuration settings may be specific to each native resource. In another example, the rules engine may include configuration data that prohibits or allows modification of certain classes of files, such as executable code or MIME types or file types as defined by the operating system 210.
If the candidate file does not exist (step 626), an error condition indicating the virtual file was not found is returned to the requestor (step 628). In other words, the candidate file name is exactly the virtual file name. If the permission data associated with the candidate file indicates that it may not be modified, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 638) indicating that modification of the file is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the file may be modified, the candidate file is copied to the user scope (step 634). In some embodiments, the candidate file is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the file is copied to another installation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the file should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested file that do not appear in the scope to which the file is copied are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy.

In some embodiments, metadata is associated with files copied to the scope that identifies the date and time at which the files were copied. This information may be used to compare the time stamp associated with the copied instance of the file to the time stamp of the last modification of the original instance of the file or of another instance of the file located in a lower isolation scope. In these embodiments, if the original instance of the file, or an instance of the file located in a lower scope, is associated with a time stamp that is later than the time stamp of the copied file, that file may be copied to the scope to update the candidate file. In other embodiments, the copy of the file in the scope may be associated with metadata identifying the scope containing the original file that was copied.

If the permission data associated with the system-scope candidate file indicates that the file may not be modified, an error condition returned to the requestor (step 624). If on the other hand the candidate file exists (step 626), the request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the file (step 622). As above, if the candidate file is being opened without the intent to modify it, the system-scope candidate file is identified as the literal file for the request (step 620), and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630). If, however, in step 622, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the file, permission data associated with the file is checked to determine if modification of the file is allowed (step 636). In some embodiments, the permission data is associated with the system-scope candidate file. In some of these embodiments, the permissions data is stored in a rules engine or in metadata associated with the candidate file. In other embodiments, the permission data associated with the candidate file is provided by the operating system.

In some embodiments, metadata is associated with files copied to the scope that identifies the date and time at which the files were copied. This information may be used to compare the time stamp associated with the copied instance of the file to the time stamp of the last modification of the original instance of the file. In these embodiments, if the original instance of the file is associated with a time stamp that is later than the time stamp of the copied file, the original file may be copied to the scope to update the candidate file. In other embodiments, the candidate file copied to the scope may be associated with metadata identifying the scope from which the original file was copied.

In further embodiments, files that are copied to scopes because they have been opened with intent to modify them may be monitored to determine if they are, in fact, modified. In one embodiment a copied file may be associated with a flag that is set when the file is actually modified. In these embodiments, if a copied file is not actually modified, it may be removed from the scope to which it was copied after it is closed, as well as any placeholder nodes associated with the copied file. The scoped instance is identified as the literal file (step 632) and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630).

In some embodiments, the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user isolation sub-scope to which the file should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested file that do not appear in the scope are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy.

In further embodiments, files that are copied to scopes because they have been opened with intent to modify them may be monitored to determine if they are, in fact, modified. In one embodiment a copied file may be associated with a flag that is set when the file is actually modified. In these embodiments, if a copied file is not actually modified, when it is closed it may be removed from the scope to which it was copied, as well as any placeholder nodes associated with the copied file. In still further embodiments, the file is only copied to the appropriate scope when the file is actually modified.

The scoped instance is identified as the literal file (step 632) and a request issued to open the literal file and the result returned to the requestor (step 630).

Referring now to FIG. 9, and in brief overview, one embodiment of the steps taken to delete a file is depicted. A request to delete a file is received or intercepted (step 652). The request contains a file name, which is treated as a
virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. A rule determines how the file operation is processed (step 654). If the
rule action is "redirect" (step 656), the virtual file name is mapped directly to a literal file name according to the rule
(step 658). A request to delete the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating
system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 662). If the rule action is "ignore" (step 656), then the literal file name is
identified as exactly the virtual file name (step 660), and a request to delete the literal file is passed to the operating
system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 662). If the rule action is
"isolate" (step 656), then the existence of the virtual file is determined (step 664). If the virtual file does not exist, an error
condition is returned to the requestor indicating that the virtual file does not exist (step 665). If the virtual file exists, and
if the virtualized file specifies a directory rather than an ordinary file, the virtual directory is consulted to determine if it
contains any virtual files or virtual subdirectories (step 668). If the requested virtualized file is a virtual directory that
contains any virtual files or virtual subdirectories, the virtual directory cannot be deleted and an error message is returned
(step 670). If the requested virtualized file is an ordinary file or is a virtual directory that contains no virtual files and no
virtual subdirectories, then the literal file corresponding to the virtual file is identified (step 672). Permission data associated
with the file is checked to determine if deletion is allowed (step 676). If not, a permission error message is returned (step
678). If, however, deletion of the file is allowed, and if the literal file is in the appropriate user scope (step 674), the literal
file is deleted (step 680) and a "deleted" node representing the deleted virtual file is created in the appropriate user
scope (step 684). If, however, in step 674 it is determined that the literal file is not in the user scope but is in the appropriate
installation scope or the system scope, then an instance of user-scoped ancestors of the user-scope instance of the
requested file that does not already exist is created and marked as a placeholder (step 688). This is done to maintain
the logical hierarchy of the directory structure in the user scope. A user-scoped "deleted" node representing the deleted
virtual file is then created in the appropriate user scope (step 684).

Still referring to FIG. 9, and in more detail, a request to delete a file is received or intercepted (step 652). The file
may be of user scope, installation scope, system scope, or some applicable sub-scope. In some embodiments, the
request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for deleting the file. In
another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may
execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the
hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments
in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system
210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for native files. For embodiments in which a separate operating system
210 function is provided for each type of file, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking
function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of files.

The request contains a file name, which is treated as a virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. A
processing rule applicable to the delete operation is determined (step 654) by consulting the rules engine. In some
embodiments, the virtual file name provided for the requested file is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies
to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular file
and, in these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual file name is the rule applied to the
request. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the
rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual
file name provided in the request is used as an index into a rules engine to locate one or more rules that apply to the
request. In other embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request,
if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request.
Although shown in FIG. 9 as a series of decisions, the rule lookup may occur as a single database transaction.

If the rule action is "redirect" (step 656), the virtual file name is mapped directly to a literal file name according to
the applicable rule (step 658). A request to delete the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 and the result
from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 662). For example, a request to delete a file named
"file_1" may result in the deletion of an actual file named "Different file_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished
by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument.
For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to delete the file using the virtual name results in the
return of a STATUS_REPARSE response from the file system filter driver indicating the determined literal name. The
I/O Manager then reissues the file delete request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE
response.

In some embodiments, operating system 210 permissions associated with the literal file "Different file_1" may
prevent deletion of the literal file. In these embodiments, an error message is returned that the file could not be deleted.
If the rule action is "ignore" (step 656), then the literal file name is identified as exactly the virtual file name (step
660), and a request to delete the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating
system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 662). For example, a request to delete a file named "file_1" results in the
deletion of an actual file named "file_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the
hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. For embodiments using a file
system filter driver, the first request to delete the file using the virtual name results in the return of a STATUS_REPARSE response from the file system filter driver indicating the literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the file delete request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE response.

[0195] In some embodiments, operating system 210 permissions associated with the literal file "file_1" may prevent deletion of the literal file. In these embodiments, an error message is returned that the file could not be deleted. If the rule action is "isolate" (step 656), then the existence of the virtual file is determined (step 664). If the file does not exist, an error is returned indicating that the file is not found (step 665). If, however, in step 668 it is determined that the file exists but that it is not an ordinary file and is not an empty virtual directory, i.e., it contains virtual files or virtual subdirectories, an error message is returned indicating that the file may not be deleted (step 670).

[0196] If, however, the file is determined to exist and the requested virtualized file is an ordinary file or is an empty virtual directory, i.e., it contains no virtual files and no virtual subdirectories (step 668), then the literal file corresponding to the virtual file is identified (step 672). The literal file name is determined from the virtual file name as specified by the isolation rule. For example, a request to delete a file named "file_1" may result in the deletion of an actual file named "Isolated file_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to delete the file using the virtual name results in the return of a STATUS_REPARSE response from the file system filter driver indicating the literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the file delete request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE response.

[0197] Once the literal file corresponding to the virtual file is identified, it is determined whether the literal file may be deleted (step 676). If the file may not be deleted, an error is returned indicating that the file could not be deleted (step 676). In some embodiments, the permission data is associated with the system-scope candidate file. In some of these embodiments, the permissions data is stored in a rules engine or in metadata associated with the candidate file. In other embodiments, the permission data associated with the candidate file is provided by the operating system 210. If, however, deletion of the file is allowed, and if the literal file is in the appropriate user scope (step 674), the literal file is deleted (step 680) and a "deleted" node representing the deleted virtual file is created in the appropriate user scope (step 684). If, however, in step 674 it is determined that the literal file is not in the user scope but is in the appropriate installation scope or the system scope, then an instance of user-scope ancestors of the user-scope instance of the requested file that does not already exist is created and marked as a placeholder (step 686) This is done to maintain the logical hierarchy of the directory structure in the user scope. A user-scope "deleted" node representing the deleted virtual file is then created in the appropriate user scope (step 684). In some embodiments, the identity of the deleted file is stored in a file or other cache memory to optimize checks for deleted files.

[0198] In some embodiments, the located virtualized file may be associated with metadata indicating that the virtualized file has already been deleted. In some other embodiments, an ancestor of the virtualized file (e.g., a higher directory containing the file) is associated with metadata indicating that it is deleted. In these embodiments, an error message may be returned indicating that the virtualized file does not exist. In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted files or file system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted files.

[0199] Referring now to Fig. 10, and in brief overview, one embodiment of the steps taken to enumerate a directory in the described virtualized environment is shown. A request to enumerate is received or intercepted (step 760). The request contains a directory name that is treated as a virtual directory name by the isolation environment 260. Conceptually, the virtual directory’s existence is determined as described above (step 762). If the virtual directory does not exist, a result indicating that the virtual directory is not found is returned to the requestor (step 798). If instead the virtual directory exists, the rules engine is consulted to determine the rule for the directory specified in the enumerate request (step 764). If the rule specifies an action of "redirect" (step 766), the literal directory name corresponding to the virtual directory name is determined as specified by the rule (step 768) and the literal directory identified by the literal name is enumerated, and the enumeration results stored in a working data store (step 792), followed by step 790 as described later. If the rule action specified is not "redirect" and is "ignore," (step 772) the literal directory name is exactly the virtual directory name (step 770) and the literal directory is enumerated, and the enumeration results stored in a working data store (step 792), followed by step 790 as described later. If, however, the rule action specifies "isolate," firstly the system scope is enumerated; that is, the candidate directory name is exactly the virtual directory name, and if the candidate directory exists it is enumerated. The enumeration results are stored in a working data store. If the candidate directory does not exist, the working data store remains empty at this stage (step 774). Next, a subroutine executes to identify a scope candidate in the installation scopes (step 776). A candidate is returned by the subroutine (step 776), and the candidate directory is identified as the installation-scope instance of the virtual directory, and the category of existence of the candidate directory is determined (step 778). If the candidate directory has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 780). If instead the candidate directory does not have negative existence, the candidate directory is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each file system element in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Elements with
negative existence are removed from the working data store and elements with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding element if one is already present in the working data store (step 782).

[0200] In either case, the candidate directory is identified as the user-scope instance of the virtual directory, and the category of existence of the candidate directory is determined (step 784). If the candidate directory has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 786). If instead the candidate directory does not have negative existence, the candidate directory is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each file system element in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined.

Elements with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and elements with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding element if one is already present in the working data store (step 788), followed by step 790 as described below.

[0201] Then, for all three types of rules, step 790 is executed. The rules engine is queried to find the set of rules whose filters match immediate children of the requested directory, but do not match the requested directory itself (step 790). For each rule in the set, the existence of the virtual child whose name matches the name in the rule is queried using the logic outlined above. If the child has positive existence, it is added to the working data store, replacing any child of the same name already there. If the child has negative existence, the entry in the working data store corresponding to the child, if any, is removed. (Step 794). Finally, the constructed enumeration is then returned from the working data store to the requestor (step 796).

[0202] Still referring to Fig. 10, and in more detail, a request to enumerate a directory is received or intercepted (step 760). In some embodiments, the request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system function or functions for enumerating a directory. In another embodiment, a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for file operations. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of file operation, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of file operations.

[0203] The existence of the virtual directory is determined (step 762). This is achieved as described above. If the virtual directory does not exist, it cannot be enumerated, and a result indicating that the virtual directory does not exist is returned to the requestor (step 796).

[0204] The request contains a directory name, which is treated as a virtual directory name by the isolation environment 260. If the virtual directory exists, then a rule determining how the enumeration operation is to be processed is located (step 764) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual directory name provided for the requested directory is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular directory and, in these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual directory name is the rule applied to the request. In other embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in Fig. 10 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a file, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

[0205] If the rule action is "redirect" (step 766) the virtual directory name is mapped directly to a literal directory name according to the rule (step 768). A request to enumerate the literal directory is passed to the operating system 210 (step 792) and step 790 is executed as described later. For example, a request to enumerate a directory named "directory_1" may result in the enumeration of a literal directory named "Different_directory_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the directory for enumeration using the virtual name results in a "STATUS_REPARSE" request response indicating the determined literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the directory open request for enumeration with the determined literal name included in the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in Fig. 10 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a file, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

[0206] If the rule action is not "redirect" (step 766), but is "ignore" (step 772), then the literal directory name is identified as exactly the virtual directory name (step 770), and a request to enumerate the literal directory is passed to the operating system 210 (step 792) and step 790 is executed as described later. For example, a request to enumerate a directory named "directory_1" results in the enumeration of an actual directory named "directory_1". In some embodiments, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function.
as an argument. For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to enumerate the directory using the
virtual name is passed on unmodified by the filter driver.

If the rule action determined in step 772 is not "ignore" but is "isolate", then the system scope is enumerated,
that is, the virtual name provided in the request is used to identify the enumerated directory (step 774). The results of
the enumeration are stored in a working data store. In some embodiments, the working data store is comprised of a
memory element. In other embodiments, the working data store comprises a database or a file or a solid-state memory
element or a persistent data store.

Next, a sub-routine is called to check the installation scopes to identify and return a candidate directory (step 776). The existence of
the candidate directory is then determined (step 778). If the candidate directory has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted,
and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 780).

In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a file may be stored directly in the literal filename,
such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated
with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests
to access the file by virtual filename check for possible variations of the literal filename due to the presence of a metadata
indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the file itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal
name. In other embodiments, one or more alternate names for the file may be formed from the virtual file name and a
metadata indicator, and may be created using hard link or soft link facilities provided by the file system. The existence
of these links may be hidden from applications by the isolation environment by indicating that the file is not found if a
request is given to access a file using the name of a link. A particular link's presence or absence may indicate one bit
of metadata for each metadata indicator, or there may be a link with a metadata indicator that can take on multiple states
to indicate several bits of metadata. In still other embodiments, where the file system supports alternate file streams, an
alternate file stream may be created to embody metadata, with the size of the stream indicating several bits of metadata.
In still other embodiments, a file system may directly provide the ability to store some 3rd party metadata for each file
in the file system. In yet other embodiment, a separate sub-scope may be used to record deleted files and existence of a
file (not marked as a placeholder) in that sub-scope is taken to mean that the file is deleted.

If instead the installation scope candidate directory does not have negative existence, the candidate directory is
enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each file
system element in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Elements with negative existence are
removed from the working data store and elements with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as
placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding element
if one is already present in the working data store (step 782).

In either case, the candidate directory is identified as the user-scope instance of the virtual directory, and the
category of existence of the candidate directory is determined (step 784). If the candidate directory has "negative
existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted,
and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 786). If instead the candidate directory does not have
negative existence, the candidate directory is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the
working data store. In particular, for each file system element in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined.
Elements with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and elements with positive existence, i.e.
those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding element if one is already present in the working data store (step 788), followed by step 790
as described below.

Then, for all three types of rules, step 790 is executed. The rules engine is queried to find the set of rules whose
filters match immediate children of the requested directory, but do not match the requested directory itself (step 790).
For each rule in the set, the existence of the virtual child whose name matches the name in the rule is queried using the
logic outlined above. If the child has positive existence, it is added to the working data store, replacing any child of the
same name already there. If the child has negative existence, the entry in the working data store corresponding to the
child, if any, is removed. (step 794). Finally, the constructed enumeration is then returned from the working data store
to the requestor (step 796).

A practitioner of ordinary skill in the art realizes that the layered enumeration process described above can be
applied with minor modification to the operation of enumerating a single scope that includes a plurality of sub-scope.
A working data store is created, successive sub-scopes are enumerated and the results are merged into the working
data store to form the aggregated enumeration of the scope.

Referring now to Fig. 11, and in brief overview, one embodiment of the steps taken to create a file in the isolation
environment 260 is shown. A request to create a file is received or intercepted (step 702). The request contains a file
name, which is treated as a virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. An attempt is made to open the requested
file using full virtualization using applicable rules, i.e. using appropriate user and installation scope, as described above
(step 704). If access is denied (step 706), an access denied error is returned to the requestor (step 709). If access is
If the rule action determined in step 720 is not "ignore" or "redirect" but is "isolate," then the literal file name is then reissues the file open request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE response.

For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the file using the virtual argument (step 724). For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the file using the virtual argument (step 724). If on the other hand, the rule action determined in step 720 is "isolate", then the literal file name is identified as exactly the virtual file name. If, instead, the rule action is "redirect", the literal file name is determined from the virtual file name as specified by the rule.

Then a request to create the literal file is passed to the operating system 210, and the result is returned to the requestor (step 724). If on the other hand, the rule action determined in step 720 is "isolate", then the literal file name is identified as the instance of the virtual file name in the user scope. If the literal file already exists, but is associated with metadata indicating that it is a placeholder or that it is deleted, then the associated metadata is modified to remove those indications, and it is ensured that the file is empty. In either case, a request to open the literal file is passed to the operating system 210 (step 726). If the literal file was opened successfully (step 728), the literal file is returned to the requestor (step 730). If on the other hand, in step 728, the requested file fails to open, placeholders for each ancestor of the literal file that does not currently exist in the user scope (step 732) and a request to create the literal file using the literal name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result is returned to the requestor (step 734).

Still referring to Fig. 11, and in more detail, a request to create a file is received or intercepted (step 702). In some embodiments, the request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for creating the file. In another embodiment, a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for files. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of file operation, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of file operations.

The request contains a file name, which is treated as a virtual file name by the isolation environment 260. The requestor attempts to open the requested file using full virtualization using applicable rules, i.e. using appropriate user and installation scope, as described above (step 704). If access is denied during the full virtualized open operation (step 706), access denied error is returned to the requestor (step 709). If access is granted (step 706), and the requested virtual file is successfully opened (step 710), the corresponding literal file is returned to the requestor (step 712). However, if access is granted (step 706), but the requested file is not opened successfully (step 710) then the virtual file has been determined not to exist. If the virtual parent of the requested virtual file also does not exist, as determined by the procedures described above (step 714), an error appropriate to the request semantics is issued to the requestor (step 716). If on the other hand, the virtual parent of the requested virtual file is found in full virtualized view using the appropriate user and installation scope (step 714), then a rule that determines how the create operation is processed is located (step 718) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual file name provided for the requested file is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular file and, in some of these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual file name is the rule applied to the request. In some embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in Fig. 11 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a file, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

If the rule action is "redirect" or "ignore" (step 720), the virtual file name is mapped directly to a literal file name according to the rule (step 724). If the rule action is "redirect" (step 720), the literal file name is determined from the virtual file name as specified by the rule (step 724). If the rule action is "ignore" (step 720), the literal file name is determined to be exactly the virtual file name (step 724). If the rule action is "ignore" or the rule action is "redirect", a request to create the literal file using the determined literal file name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 724). For example, a request to create a virtual file named "file_1" may result in the creation of a literal file named "Different_file_1." In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument (step 724). For embodiments using a file system filter driver, the first request to open the file using the virtual name results in a "STATUS_REPARSE" request response that indicates the determined literal name. The I/O Manager then reissues the file open request with the determined literal name include in the STATUS_REPARSE response.

If the rule action determined in step 720 is not "ignore" or "redirect" but is "isolate," then the literal file name is
identified as the instance of the virtual file name in the user scope. If the literal file already exists, but is associated with metadata indicating that it is a placeholder or that it is deleted, then the associated metadata is modified to remove those indications, and it is ensured that the file is empty.

[0219] In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a file may be stored directly in the literal filename, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the file by virtual filename check for possible variations of the literal filename due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the file itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal name. In other embodiments, one or more alternate names for the file may be formed from the virtual file name and a metadata indicator, and may be created using hard link or soft link facilities provided by the file system. The existence of these links may be hidden from applications by the isolation environment 260 by indicating that the file is not found if a request is given to access a file using the name of a link. A particular link’s presence or absence may indicate one bit of metadata for each metadata indicator, or there may be a link with a metadata indicator that can take on multiple states to indicate several bits of metadata. In still other embodiments, where the file system supports alternate file streams, an alternate file stream may be created to embody metadata, with the size of the stream indicating several bits of metadata. In still other embodiments, a file system may directly provide the ability to store some third party metadata for each file in the file system.

[0220] In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted files or file system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted files. In these embodiments, if a deleted file is recreated then the file name may be removed from the list of deleted files. In others of these embodiments, a file name may be removed from the list if the list grows beyond a certain size.

[0221] In either case, a request to open the user-scope literal file is passed to the operating system 210 (step 726). In some embodiments, rules may specify that the literal file corresponding to the virtual file should be created in a scope other than the user scope, such as the installation scope, the system scope, a user sub-scope or an installation sub-scope.

[0222] If the literal file was opened successfully (step 728), the literal file is returned to the requestor (step 730). If on the other hand, in step 728, the requested file fails to open, placeholders are created for each ancestor of the literal file that does not currently exist in the user scope (step 732) and a request to create the literal file using the literal name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result is returned to the requestor (step 734). This embodiment is for operating systems 210 with APIs or facilities that only support creation of one level per call invocation. Extension to multi-levels per call invocation should be obvious to one skilled in the art.

[0223] In some file systems, both short and long filenames may be given to each file. Either name may be used to access the file in any of the file operations described above. For each file that possesses both a short and long filename, this implicitly creates an association between the short and long filename assigned to that file. In some of these file systems, short names are automatically assigned by the file system to files that are created using long file names. If the association between short and long filename is not maintained by the isolation environment 260, files with different long names in the same directory but in different scope levels may have the same short file name, leading to ambiguity if the short name is used to access a virtual file. Alternately, the short file name may change when a file is copied to a user scope for modification meaning the virtual file can no longer be accessed using the original short name.

[0224] In order to prevent these issues, firstly file system operations that copy file instances opened with intention to modify to a “higher” scope preserve the association between the short and long filenames associated with the copied instance. Secondly, unique short names are created for newly-created isolated files in lieu of the filenames assigned by the operating system. The generated short filenames should satisfy the condition that the generated filenames do not match any existing short filenames in the same directory in the same scope or in the same directory in a “lower” scope. For example, a short filename generated for an instance of a file located in a user scope should not match existing short filenames in installation-scope instance of the directory or in the system-scope instance of the directory.

[0225] Referring now to Fig. 11A, one embodiment of the steps taken to assign unique short filenames after creating a new file is shown. In brief overview, a check is made to determine if short filenames should be generated (step 752). If not, a status is returned indicating that no short filename is generated (step 758). Otherwise, the filename is checked to determine if it is already a legal short filename according to the file system (step 754). If it is already a legal short filename, a status is returned indicating that no short name is generated (step 756). Otherwise, a suitable short filename is constructed (step 756).

[0226] Still referring to Fig 11A, and in greater detail, a check is made to determine if short filenames should be generated (step 752). In some embodiments, this decision may be made based on the device storing the file to which the filename refers. In other embodiments, generation of short filenames may be enabled for certain scopes or sub-scopes, or for the isolation environment 260 as a whole. In some of these embodiments, a registry setting may specify whether a short filename is generated for a particular filename. If no short filename should be generated, a status that no short filename is generated is returned (step 758).

[0227] Otherwise, the filename is checked to determine if it is already a legal short filename (step 754). In some
embodiments, legal short filenames contain up to eight characters in the filename and up to three characters in an optional extension. In some embodiments, legal short names contain only legal characters, such as A-Z, a-z, 0-9, ‘~’, !, @,#,$,% \ &,* (,),-,_, “ {, and }. In some embodiments a leading space or “.” or more than one embedded “.” is illegal. If the provided filename is already a legal short filename, a status is returned that no short filename is generated (step 758).

[0228] Otherwise, if it is determined in step 754 that the filename is an illegal short filename, a suitable short filename is constructed (step 756). In some embodiments this is achieved by using some of the parts of the long filename that are legal to use in a short filename, combined with an encoded iteration count to form a candidate short filename. The iteration count is increased until the associated candidate short filename is suitable, that is it is a legal short filename that is not used by any other file in the same directory in the same scope, or in the same directory in a lower scope. In other embodiments, the long filename is mangled or hashed and encoded, and is combined with an encoded iteration count to form a candidate short filename. The iteration count is increased until the associated candidate short filename is suitable, that is it is a legal short filename that is not used by any other file in the same directory in the same scope, or in the same directory in a lower scope. In all of these embodiments a scope-specific string may be incorporated into the candidate short filename to increase the likelihood that a suitable candidate short filename is found with a low iteration count.

[0229] Illustrated in Fig. 12 is one embodiment of the subroutine 614 called in the process illustrated in Fig. 8. This subroutine is a method, executed within the method 601 depicted in Fig. 8, to cycle through the one or more installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. When the existence of a user-scope candidate file is determined in step 612 of the method 601 in Fig. 8 to have a neutral existence, the subroutine 614 is called and a candidate file is identified in the first installation scope (step 1724). It is then determined whether or not a candidate file was in fact found in the first installation scope (step 1702). If a candidate file is found then a check is done as to whether or not this found candidate file has a negative existence indicating that that found file has been marked for deletion or is otherwise no longer present in the installation scope (step 1704). When the candidate has a negative existence, a check is done to determine if there are more installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 1710), however if the candidate file does not have a negative existence, then a check is done to determine if the candidate file has a neutral existence (step 1706). When the candidate file has a neutral existence this indicates that the file may be a placeholder or that the file may not exist, and so the isolation scope 260 is further analyzed to determine if there are additional installation scopes present in the isolation environment 260 (step 1710). If the candidate file does not have a neutral existence, then a value is returned to the main method 601 indicating that the candidate file has a positive existence (step 1708). If after step 1724, it is determined that a candidate file was not found (step 1702), then the isolation environment 260 is analyzed to determine if there are additional installation scopes in the isolation environment 260 (step 1710). When it is determined that there are additional installation scopes present, a second candidate file is identified in the next installation scope (step 1712). Once the next installation scope is analyzed, it is determined whether or not a candidate file was found in that installation scope (step 1714). When a candidate file is found, that file is then checked to determine whether or not it has a negative existence (step 1704), or a neutral existence (step 1706). If a second candidate file is not found, then a check is done as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes (step 1710). When no more additional installation scopes are identified (step 1710), a check is done as to whether a candidate file was found during the last check (step 1724, step 1712), and if no file is found, a negative value is returned to the main method 601 (step 1722). If a candidate file is found (step 1716), then it is determined whether or not the found candidate file has a neutral existence (step 1718). When the candidate file has a neutral existence, a neutral value is returned to the main method 601 (step 1720), and when the candidate file does not have a neutral existence, a negative value is returned to the main method 601 (step 1722).

[0230] Further referring to Fig. 12 in more detail, in one embodiment of the subroutine 614, a candidate file is identified in the first installation scope (step 1724). Other embodiments may include a subroutine 614 that checks for the candidate file in the last installation scope or in another installation scope where the location of the installation scope is either a user-defined value or a pre-determined value. Still further embodiments include a subroutine 614 where the first installation scope is the highest priority installation scope within the isolation environment 260. Embodiments of the subroutine 614 may include a first installation scope that is the lowest priority installation scope within the isolation environment 260, a first installation scope that has the highest priority within a sub-scope of installation scopes, or a first installation scope that has the lowest priority within a sub-scope of installation scopes. It is then determined whether or not a candidate file was found in the first installation scope (step 1702). In one embodiment of the process 614, when a candidate file is found in the first installation scope, determinations are made as to whether the file has a negative existence (step 1704), a neutral existence (step 1706), or a positive existence (step 1708). When a file has a negative existence, further determinations are made as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes (step 1710), if there are no other installation scopes then a verification is made that a candidate file was found (step 1716) and a determination is made as to whether or not the candidate file is neutral (step 1718) or negative (step 1722). When a file does not have a negative existence, a determination is made as to whether the file has a neutral existence (step 1706), and if the candidate file does not have a neutral existence (step 1706), then a positive value
indicating a candidate file with a positive existence is returned to the main process 601 (step 1708). If a file has a neutral existence then a check is done as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included in the isolation environment 260 (step 1710), if there are no other installation scopes then a verification is made that a candidate file was found (step 1716) and a determination is made as to whether or not the candidate file is neutral (step 1718) or negative (step 1722).

[0231] In one embodiment, when a candidate file is not found in the first installation scope, a determination is made as to whether or not there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 1710). Other embodiments may be configured to search through a pre-determined number of installation scopes. When additional installation scopes exist, a next installation scope is searched to identify a candidate file (step 1712). In one embodiment, the next installation scope is the installation scope that is one priority level less than the priority level of the previously checked installation scope. For example, in this embodiment if the previously check installation scope was the first installation scope with the highest priority, then the next installation scope would be the installation scope with the second highest priority. When additional installation scopes do not exist, a determination is made as to whether or not a candidate file was previously identified (step 1716). In one embodiment, a previously identified candidate file would include files identified by the method 614 before a check was made as to the existence of additional installation scopes.

[0232] When additional installation scopes are included within the isolation environment 260, the method attempts to identify a candidate file in each installation scope (1712). In one embodiment, a determination is made as to whether or not a candidate file was found (step 1714), and if a candidate file was found, the file is then analyzed to determine if the file has a negative existence (step 1706), a neutral existence (step 1706), or a positive existence (step 1708). When a candidate file is not found (1714), then a check is made for more installation scopes (step 1710), and if there are no additional installation scopes it is verified that a candidate file was found (step 1716). If a candidate file was not found, a negative value is returned (step 1722), and if a candidate file is found, then a determination is made as to whether the candidate file is neutral (step 1718).

[0233] Illustrated in Fig. 13 is one embodiment of a subroutine 776 called by the method 798 in Fig. 10. In one embodiment, a subroutine 776 is called by the process 798 in Fig. 10 to cycle through all installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260, and identify an installation scope with a positive existence. After storing the enumerated system scope results in a working data store (step 774), a first installation scope candidate is identified (1742). A determination is made as to whether or not the first installation scope candidate has a negative existence (1744). When the first installation scope has a positive existence, a positive value is returned to the main process 798 (step 1746), and the installation scope is enumerated into the working data store (step 782). When the first installation scope has a negative existence, a check is made for the existence of additional installation scopes within the isolation environment (step 1748). If there are no additional installation scopes, then a negative value is returned to the main process 798 (step 1754). If there are additional installation scopes, then a next installation scope is identified (step 1750) and a determination is made as to whether or not the next installation scope has a negative existence (step 1744). A verification is made as to whether or not the next candidate installation scope.

[0234] Referring to Fig. 13 in more detail, when the subroutine 776 is called from the main process 798, an embodiment of which is illustrated in Fig. 10, a first installation scope candidate is identified (step 1742). In one embodiment, the first installation scope candidate is the installation scope that has a higher priority than all other installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. Other embodiments may include a first installation scope candidate that is the installation scope that has a lower priority than all other installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. Still other embodiments may include a first installation sub-scope that has a higher priority than the other installation sub-scopes, or a first installation scope that has a higher priority than the other installation scopes included in a sub-isolation environment 260.

[0235] An embodiment of the process 776 makes a determination as to whether or not the installation scope has a negative existence (step 1744). In one embodiment, when the installation scope does have a negative existence (step 1744), a check is made to determine whether or not the isolation environment 260 includes additional installation scopes (step 1748). In another embodiment, when the installation scope does not have a negative existence (step 1744), a positive value is returned to the main process 798 (step 1746).

[0236] One embodiment of the method 776 determines whether or not there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 1748). In one embodiment, when there exist no additional installation scopes, a negative value is returned to the main process 798 (step 1746), while in another embodiment a next installation scope candidate is identified (step 1750) when there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260.

**Registry Virtualization**

[0237] The methods and apparatus described above may be used to virtualize access to a registry database. As described above a registry database stores information regarding hardware physically attached to the computer 200, which system options have been selected, how computer memory is set up, various items of application-specific data, and what application programs should be present when the operating system 210 is started. A registry database 220 is
commonly organized in a logical hierarchy of "keys" which are containers for registry values.

[0238] In brief overview, FIG. 14 depicts one embodiment of the steps taken to open a registry key in the isolation environment 260 described above. A request to open a registry key is received or intercepted, the request containing a registry key name which is treated as a virtual key name by the isolation environment 260 (step 802). A processing rule applicable to the virtual name in the request determines how the registry key operation is processed (step 804). If the rule action is "redirect" (step 806), the virtual key name provided in the request is mapped to a literal key name as specified by the applicable rule (step 808). A request to open the literal registry key using the literal key name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 810). If the rule action is not "redirect", but is "ignore" (step 806), then the virtual key name is identified as the literal key name (step 812), and a request to open the literal registry key is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 810). If the rule action determined in step 806 is not "redirect" and is not "ignore," but is "isolate", the virtual key name provided in the request is mapped to a user-scope candidate key name, that is a key name corresponding to the virtual key name that is specific to the applicable user scope (step 814). The category of existence of the user-scope candidate key is determined by examining the user scope and any metadata associated with the candidate key (step 816). If the candidate key is determined to have "negative existence", because either the candidate key or one of its ancestor keys in the user scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual key is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested file is not found is returned to the requestor (step 822). If instead in step 816 the candidate key is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate key exists in the user scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual key is known to exist. The candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820). If, however, in step 816, the candidate key has "neutral existence" because the candidate key does not exist, or the candidate key exists but is marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual key exists or not. In this case a call is made to a subroutine that identifies an installation-scope key name corresponding to the virtual key name as the candidate key name, and further verifies the category of existence of the candidate key (step 824). In other words, this subroutine creates a candidate key name by mapping the virtual key name to the corresponding native key name specific to the applicable installation scope, and determines the category of existence of the candidate key by examining the installation scope and any metadata associated with the candidate key (step 824). The subroutine returns a value to the main method 811 indicating the category of existence of the candidate key. If the returned value is a "negative existence", then either the candidate key or one of its ancestor keys in the installation scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual key is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested key is not found is returned to the requestor (step 822). If instead in step 826 the candidate key is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate key exists in the installation scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual key is known to exist. The request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the key (step 828). If not, the candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820). If, however, in step 828, it is determined that the open request indicates an intention to modify the key, permission data associated with the key is checked to determine if modification of the key is allowed (step 836). If not, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 838) indicating that modification of the key is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the key may be modified, the candidate key is copied to the user scope (step 840). In some embodiments, the candidate key is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the key is copied to an installation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the key should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested key that do not appear in the scope to which the key is copied are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy. The newly copied scoped instance is identified as the literal key (step 842) and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820). Returning to step 826, if the candidate key has neutral existence because the candidate key does not exist, or because the candidate key is found but marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual key exists or not. In this case, the system-scope key name corresponding to the virtual key name is identified as the candidate key name (step 830). In other words, the candidate key name is exactly the virtual key name. If the candidate key does not exist (step 832), an error condition indicating the virtual key was not found is returned to the requestor (step 834). If on the other hand the candidate key exists (step 832), the request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the key (step 828). If not, the candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820). If, however, in step 828, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the key, permission data associated with the key is checked to determine if modification of the key is allowed (step 836). If not, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 838) indicating that modification of the key is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the key may be modified, the candidate key is copied to the user scope (step 840). In some embodiments, the candidate key is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the key is copied to an installation scope. In other embodiments
the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the key should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested key that do not appear in the scope are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy. The newly copied scoped instance is identified as the literal key (step 842) and a request is issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820).

[0239] Still referring to FIG. 14 and now in more detail, a request to open a virtual registry key is received or intercepted (step 802). The corresponding literal registry key may be of user scope, installation scope or system scope, or it may be scoped to an installation sub-scope or a user sub-scope. In some embodiments, the request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for opening a registry key. In another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system resource that is used in dispatching requests for native registry keys. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of registry key operation, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of registry key operations.

[0240] The request contains a registry key name, which is treated as a virtual registry key name by the isolation environment 260. The processing rule applicable to the registry key open request is determined (step 804) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual registry key name provided for the requested registry key is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular registry key and, in these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual registry key name is the rule applied to the request. In other embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in FIG. 14 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a file, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

[0241] If the rule action is "redirect" (step 806), the virtual registry key name provided in the request is mapped to the literal registry key name according to the applicable rule (step 808). A request to open the literal registry key using the literal registry key name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 810). For example, a request to open a registry key named "registry_key_1" may result in the opening of a literal registry key named "Different registry key 1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. In other embodiments, a registry filter driver facility conceptually similar to a file system filter driver facility may be provided by the operating system 210. In these embodiments, opening the literal registry key may be achieved by responding to the original request to open the virtual key by signaling to the registry filter manager to reparse the request using the determined literal key name. If instead the rule action is "ignore" (step 806), then the literal registry key name is determined to be exactly the virtual registry key name (step 812), and the request to open the literal registry key is passed to the operating system and the result from the operating system is returned to the requestor (step 810). For example, a request to open a registry key named "registry_key_1" results in the opening of a literal registry key named "registry_key_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. In another embodiment, this is accomplished by signaling to the registry filter manager to continue processing the original unmodified request in the normal fashion.

[0242] If in step 806 the rule action is "isolate", then the user-scope registry key name corresponding to the virtual registry key name is identified as the candidate registry key name (step 814). In other words, the candidate registry key name is formed by mapping the virtual registry key name to the corresponding native registry key name specific to the applicable user scope. For example, a request to open a registry key named "registry_key_1" may result in the opening of a literal registry key named "Isolated_User_Scope_UserA_registry_key_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. In other embodiments, the literal registry key may be achieved by responding to the original request to open the virtual key by signaling to the registry filter manager to reparse the request using the determined literal key name.

[0243] In some embodiments, the literal name formed in order to isolate a requested virtual registry key may be based on the virtual registry key name received and a scope-specific identifier. The scope-specific identifier may be an identifier associated with an installation scope, a user scope, a session scope, an installation sub-scope, a user sub-scope, or some combination of the above. The scope-specific identifier is used to "mangle" the virtual name received in the request.

[0244] In other embodiments, the user scope or a sub-scope may be a registry key under which all keys that exist in the user scope are stored. In some of these embodiments, the key hierarchy under the user scope key reflects the path of the requested resource. In other words, the literal key path is formed by mapping the virtual key path to the user scope. For example, if the requested key is HKLM\Software\Citrix\MyKey and the user scope key is HKCU\Software\Us-
erScope\, then the path to the user-scope literal key may be HKCU\Software\UserScope\HKLM\Software\Citrix\MyKey. In other embodiments, the path to the user-scope literal key may be defined in a native naming convention. For example, the path to the user-scope literal key may be HKCU\Software\UserScope\Registry\Machine\Software\Citrix\MyKey. In still other embodiments, the user-scope keys may all be stored under a single key with names chosen to be unique and a database may be used to store the mapping between the requested key name and the name of the corresponding literal key stored in the user key. In still other embodiments, the contents of the literal keys may be stored in a database or a file store.

[0245]  The category of existence of the candidate key is determined by examining the user scope and any metadata associated with the candidate key (step 816). If the candidate key is determined to have "negative existence", because either the candidate key or one of its ancestor keys in the user scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual key is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested key is not found is returned to the requestor (step 822).

[0246]  In some embodiments, the literal registry key may be associated with metadata indicating that the virtualized registry key has already been deleted. In some embodiments, metadata about a registry key may be stored in a distinguished value held by that key, with the existence of that value hidden from ordinary application usage of registry APIs. In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a registry key may be stored directly in the literal key name, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the key by virtual name check for possible variations of the literal key name due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the key itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal name. In other embodiments, the metadata indicator may be encoded in a sub-key name or a registry value name instead of the key name itself. In still other embodiments, a registry key system may directly provide the ability to store some 3rd party metadata for each key. In some embodiments, metadata is stored in a database or other repository separate from the registry database. In some embodiments, a separate sub-scope may be used to store keys that are marked as deleted. The existence of a key in the sub-scope indicates that the key is marked as deleted.

[0247]  In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted keys or key system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted keys. In these embodiments, if a deleted key is recreated then the key name may be removed from the list of deleted keys. In others of these embodiments, a key name may be removed from the list if the list grows beyond a certain size.

[0248]  If instead in step 816 the candidate key is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate key exists in the user scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual key is known to exist. The candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820).

[0249]  If, however, in step 816, the candidate key has "neutral existence" because the candidate key does not exist, or the candidate key exists but is marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual key exists or not.

[0250]  In this case a subroutine is called to retrieve an installation-scope key name corresponding to the virtual key name, identify found installation-scope key names as candidate key names, and categorize the existence of the identified candidate keys by examining the installation scopes and any metadata associated with the identified candidate keys (step 824). In one embodiment, the subroutine called is an embodiment of the subroutine depicted in Fig. 18. This subroutine searches through the one or more installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260 to determine whether or not the candidate key name exists within the one or more installation scopes. In other words, the candidate key name is formed by mapping the virtual key name to the corresponding native key name specific to the applicable installation scope. In one embodiment of the subroutine, a value is returned by the subroutine indicating the category of existence of the candidate key as determined by examining the installation scopes and any metadata associated with the candidate key (step 824).

[0251]  If the installation-scope candidate key is determined to have "negative existence", because either the candidate key or one of its ancestor keys in the installation scope is marked as deleted, this means the requested virtual key is known to not exist. In this case, an error condition indicating the requested key is not found is returned to the requestor (step 822).

[0252]  If, however, in step 824 the candidate key is determined to have "positive existence", because the candidate key exists in the installation scope and is not marked as a placeholder node, then the requested virtual key is known to exist. The request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the key (step 828). If not, the candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820).

[0253]  If, however, in step 828, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the key, permission data associated with the key is checked to determine if modification of the key is allowed (step 836). In some embodiments, the permission data is associated with the installation-scope candidate key. In some of these embodiments, the permissions data is stored in a rules engine or in metadata associated with the candidate key. In other embodiments, the
permission data associated with the candidate key is provided by the operating system 210. Further, the rules engine may include configuration settings instructing the isolation environment 260 to obey or override the native permission data for virtualized copies of resources. In some embodiments, the rules may specify for some virtual resources the scope in which modifications are to occur, for example the system scope or the installation scope or a sub-scope, or the user scope or a sub-scope. In some embodiments, the rules engine may specify configuration settings that apply to subsets of the virtualized native resources based on hierarchy. In some of these embodiments, the configuration settings may be specific to each atomic native resource.

If the permission data associated with the candidate key indicates that it may not be modified, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 838) indicating that modification of the key is not allowed. If the permission data indicates that the key may be modified, the candidate key is copied to the user scope (step 840). In some embodiments, the candidate key is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the key is copied to another installation scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the key should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested key that do not appear in the scope to which the key is copied are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy.

In some embodiments, metadata is associated with keys copied to the scope that identifies the date and time at which the keys were copied. This information may be used to compare the time stamp associated with the copied instance of the key to the time stamp of the last modification of the original instance of the key or of another instance of the key located in a lower isolation scope. In these embodiments, if the original instance of the key, or an instance of the key located in a lower scope, is associated with a time stamp that is later than the time stamp of the copied key, that key may be copied to the scope to update the candidate key. In other embodiments, the copy of the key in the scope may be associated with metadata identifying the scope containing the original key that was copied.

In further embodiments, keys that are copied to scopes because they have been opened with intent to modify them may be monitored to determine if they are, in fact, modified. In one embodiment a copied key may be associated with a flag that is set when the key is actually modified. In these embodiments, if a copied key is not actually modified, it may be removed from the scope to which it was copied after it is closed, as well as any placeholder nodes associated with the copied key.

The scoped instance is identified as the literal key (step 842) and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820).

Returning to step 826, if the candidate key has neutral existence because the candidate key does not exist, or if the candidate key is found but marked as a placeholder node, it is not yet known whether the virtual key exists or not. In this case, the system-scope key name corresponding to the virtual key name is identified as the candidate key name (step 830). In other words, the candidate key name is exactly the virtual key name.

If the candidate key does not exist (step 832), an error condition indicating the virtual key was not found is returned to the requestor (step 834). If on the other hand the candidate key exists (step 832), the request is checked to determine if the open request indicates an intention to modify the key (step 828).

As above, if the candidate key is being opened without the intent to modify it, the system-scope candidate key is identified as the literal key for the request (step 818), and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820). If, however, in step 828, it is determined that the open request indicates intention to modify the key, permission data associated with the key is checked to determine if modification of the key is allowed (step 836).

In some embodiments, the permission data is associated with the installation-scope candidate key. In some of these embodiments, the permissions data is stored in a rules engine or in metadata associated with the candidate key. In other embodiments, the permission data associated with the candidate key is provided by the operating system 210. Further, the rules engine may include configuration settings instructing the isolation environment 260 to obey or override the native permission data for virtualized copies of resources. In some embodiments, the rules may specify for some virtual resources the scope in which modifications are to occur, for example the system scope or the installation scope or a sub-scope, or the user scope or a sub-scope. In some embodiments, the rules engine may specify configuration settings that apply to subsets of the virtualized native resources based on hierarchy. In some of these embodiments, the configuration settings may be specific to each atomic native resource.

If the permission data associated with the system-scope candidate key indicates that the key may not be modified, an error condition is returned to the requestor (step 838) indicating that modification of the key is not allowed. If, however, the permission data indicates that the key may be modified, the candidate key is copied to the user scope (step 840). In some embodiments, the candidate key is copied to a location defined by the rules engine. For example, a rule may specify that the key is copied to an installation scope or that it may be left in the system scope. In other embodiments the rules may specify a particular installation sub-scope or user sub-scope to which the key should be copied. Any ancestors of the requested key that do not appear in the scope are created as placeholders in the scope in order to correctly locate the copied instance in the hierarchy.

In some embodiments, metadata is associated with keys copied to the scope that identifies the date and time at which the keys were copied. This information may be used to compare the time stamp associated with the copied
instance of the key to the time stamp of the last modification of the original instance of the key. In these embodiments, if the original instance of the key is associated with a time stamp that is later than the time stamp of the copied key, the original key may be copied to the scope to update the candidate key. In other embodiments, the candidate key copied to the scope may be associated with metadata identifying the scope from which the original key was copied.

[0263] In further embodiments, keys that are copied to scopes because they have been opened with intent to modify them may be monitored to determine if they are, in fact, modified. In one embodiment a copied key may be associated with a flag that is set when the key is actually modified. In these embodiments, if a copied key is not actually modified, when it is closed it may be removed from the scope to which it was copied, as well as any placeholder nodes associated with the copied key. In still further embodiments, the key is only copied to the appropriate scope when the key is actually modified.

[0264] The scoped instance is identified as the literal key (step 842) and a request issued to open the literal key and the result returned to the requestor (step 820).

[0265] Referring now to FIG. 15, and in brief overview, one embodiment of the steps taken to delete a registry key is depicted. Before a key can be deleted, the key is first opened with delete access (step 901). If the key is not opened successfully, an error is returned (step 916). If the virtual key is opened successfully, a request to delete a virtualized registry key is received or intercepted, the request including the handle to the literal key corresponding to the virtual key (step 902). A rule determines how the registry key operation is processed (step 904). In addition to the rule applicable to the key to be deleted, any other rules applicable to immediate sub-keys are examined (step 905). For each rule applicable to an immediate sub-key found, an attempt is made to open a virtual sub-key, with the virtual sub-key's name being specified by the name given in the rule found in step 905. If a sub-key with a name corresponding to one of the rules found in step 905 is opened successfully (step 906), then the virtual key is considered to have sub-keys, which means it cannot be deleted, and an error returned (step 907).

[0266] If, after all the virtual key names extracted in step 905 have been attempted to be opened (step 906) and no virtual keys were found to exist, further examination is required. If the rule action is not "isolate", but is "redirect", or is "ignore" (step 908), a request to delete the literal registry key is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 911). If however the rule action determined in step 908 is "isolate" the aggregated virtualized registry key is consulted to determine if it contains any virtual sub-keys (step 914). If the virtualized key has virtual sub-keys, then the deletion cannot continue, and an error is returned indicating the key has not been deleted (step 920). If the virtualized key does not have virtual sub-keys, then the literal key corresponding to the virtual key is examined to determine if it masks a scoped key with the same virtual name in another scope level (step 922). If the literal key corresponding to the virtual key does not mask a differently scoped key with the same virtual name, then the literal key which corresponds to the virtual key is deleted, and the result returned (step 926). If the literal key corresponding to the virtual key masks a differently scoped key with the same virtual name, then the literal key corresponding to the virtual key is marked with a value indicating that it is deleted, and a successful result returned to the caller (step 924).

[0267] Still referring to FIG. 15, and in more detail, in order to delete a key, it is first opened with delete access (step 901). The request to open the key with delete access includes the name of the key which is treated as a virtual name by the isolation environment 260. A full virtualized key open is performed as described above. If the virtualized open operation fails, an error is returned to the requestor (step 916). If the virtualized open operation succeeds, the handle of the literal key corresponding to the virtual key is returned to the requestor. Subsequently a request to delete the registry key which was opened in step 901 is received or intercepted (step 902). The opened literal registry key may be of user scope, installation scope, system scope, or some applicable sub-scope. In some embodiments, the delete request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for deleting the registry key. In another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the delete request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for native registry keys. In other embodiments, a registry filter driver facility conceptually similar to a file system filter driver facility may be provided by the operating system 210. A practitioner skilled in the art may create a registry filter driver, to which the operating system 210 passes requests to perform registry operations, thus providing a mechanism to intercept registry operation requests. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of registry key function, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of registry key functions.

[0268] The delete request contains a literal key handle. The virtual key name associated with the handle is determined by querying the operating system 210 for the literal name associated with the handle. The rules engine is consulted to determine the virtual name associated with the literal name, if any. A rule determining how the registry key operation is processed (step 904) is obtained by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the virtual key name of the
The virtual name of the key to be deleted is used to consult the rules engine to locate the set of rules applicable to any immediate child keys of the virtual key to delete, but not applicable to the virtual key to be deleted. This set of rules is located whether those child keys exist or not (step 905). If this set of rules applicable to immediate child keys is not empty, then the virtual name of each of these rules is extracted. An attempt is made to do a full virtualized open of each of the virtual child key names extracted, in turn (step 906). If any of the virtual keys corresponding to any of these virtual names can be opened successfully, then this means that a virtual sub-key exists. This means that the virtual key cannot be deleted, as it has a virtual child that exists, and an error is returned (step 907). If after examining all of the set of rules applicable to immediate children of the virtual key (step 905), no virtual sub-keys are found to exist, the deletion can continue. For example, a key with virtual name "key 1" may have child rules applicable to "key 1\subkey 1" and "key 1\subkey 2". In this step, an attempt is made to do a virtualized open of "key 1\subkey 1" and "key 1\subkey 2". If either of these virtual sub-keys can be opened successfully, then the deletion fails, and an error is returned (step 907). Only if neither of these virtual sub-keys exists can the deletion continue.

If the rule action is not "isolate", but is "redirect", or is "ignore" (step 908), a request to delete the literal registry key using the literal key handle is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system is returned to the requestor (step 911). This request fails if the literal key contains literal sub-keys. In one embodiment, the request to delete the literal registry key is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the literal key handle to the function as an argument. In embodiments that make use of a registry filter driver, this is accomplished by responding to the request with a completion status that signals the operating system to perform normal processing on the request. In some embodiments, operating system permissions associated with the literal registry key may prevent its deletion. In these embodiments, an error message is returned that the virtual registry key could not be deleted.

If the literal key to be deleted is not found in a particular scope, and that literal key masks another key of the same virtual name in another scope, then the literal key to be deleted is marked as deleted, and a result returned to the requestor (step 924). For example, a virtual key that corresponds to a userScoped literal key is considered to mask a differentially-keyed key if a corresponding application-scoped key with the same virtual name has "positive existence", that is, exists in the scope, and is not marked as a placeholder, and is not considered to be deleted. Similarly, an application-scoped key is considered to mask a systemsScoped key corresponding to the same virtual name if that system-scoped key exists and is not considered to be deleted.

If the literal key to be deleted is found to mask another key of the same virtual name in another scope, then the literal key to be deleted is actually deleted and a result returned (step 926).

In some embodiments, operating system permissions associated with the literal registry key may prevent deletion of the literal registry key. In these embodiments, an error message is returned that the virtual registry key could not be deleted.

In some embodiments, the literal registry key may be associated with metadata indicating that the virtualized registry key has already been deleted. In some embodiments, metadata about a registry key may be stored in a distinguished value held by that key, with the existence of that value hidden from ordinary application usage of registry APIs. In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a registry key may be stored directly in the literal key name, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the key by virtual name check for possible variations of the literal key name due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the key itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal
name. In other embodiments, the metadata indicator may be encoded in a sub-key name or a registry value name instead of the key name itself. In still other embodiments, a registry key system may directly provide the ability to store some 3rd party metadata for each key. In some embodiments, metadata could be stored in a database or other repository separate from the registry database. In some embodiments, a separate sub-scope may be used to store keys that are marked as deleted. The existence of a key in the sub-scope indicates that the key is marked as deleted.

In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted keys or key system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted keys. In these embodiments, if a deleted key is recreated then the key name may be removed from the list of deleted keys. In others of these embodiments, a key name may be removed from the list if the list grows beyond a certain size.

In some embodiments, an ancestor of the literal registry key in the same scope is associated with metadata indicating that it is deleted, or is otherwise indicated to be deleted. In these embodiments, an error message may be returned indicating that the virtualized registry key does not exist. In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted registry keys or registry key system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted registry keys.

Referring now to FIG. 16, and in brief overview, one embodiment of a process 1003 for enumerating a key in the described virtualized environment is shown. Before a key can be enumerated, the key is first opened with enumerate access (step 1001). If the key is not opened successfully, an error is returned (step 1040). If the virtual key is opened successfully, a request to enumerate is received or intercepted, the request including the handle to the literal key corresponding to the virtual key (step 1002).

The virtual key name corresponding to the handle is determined, and the rules engine is consulted to determine the rule for the key specified in the enumerate request (step 1004). If the rule doesn’t specify an action of "isolate", but instead specifies "ignore" or specifies "redirect" (step 1006), the literal key identified by the literal key handle is enumerated, and the enumeration results stored in a working data store (step 1012), followed by step 1030 as described later.

If, however, the rule action specifies "isolate," firstly the system scope is enumerated; that is, the candidate key name is exactly the virtual key name, and if the candidate key exists it is enumerated. The enumeration results are stored in a working data store. If the candidate key does not exist, the working data store remains empty at this stage (step 1014). Next a subroutine is called to cycle through the installation scopes to identify a candidate key and verify the category of existence of the candidate key (step 1015). In some embodiments, the subroutine called is the subroutine illustrated in Fig. 19. In other embodiments, the subroutine returns a value indicative of the category of existence of the candidate key (step 1015). If the candidate key has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 1042). If instead the candidate key does not have negative existence, the candidate key is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each sub-key in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Sub-keys with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and sub-keys with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding sub-key if one is already present in the working data store (step 1016).

In either case, the candidate key is identified as the user-scope instance of the virtual key, and the category of existence of the candidate key is determined (step 1017). If the candidate key has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 1044). If instead the candidate key does not have negative existence, the candidate key is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each sub-key in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Sub-keys with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and sub-keys with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding sub-key if one is already present in the working data store (step 1018), followed by step 1030 as described below.

Then, for all three types of rules, step 1030 is executed. The rules engine is queried to find the set of rules whose filters match immediate children of the requested virtual key name, but do not match the requested virtual key name itself (step 1030). For each rule in the set, the existence of the virtual child whose name matches the name in the rule is determined. If the child has positive existence, it is added to the working data store, replacing any child of the same name already there. If the child has negative existence, the entry in the working data store corresponding to the child, if any, is removed. (Step 1032). Finally, the constructed enumeration is then returned from the working data store to the requestor (step 1020).

Still referring to FIG. 16, and in more detail, in order to enumerate a key, it is first opened with enumerate access (step 1001). The request to open the key with enumerate access includes the name of the key which is treated as a virtual name by the isolation environment 260. A full virtualized key open is performed as described above. If the virtualized open operation fails, an error is returned to the requestor (step 1040). If the virtualized open operation succeeds, the handle of the literal key corresponding to the virtual key is returned to the requestor. Subsequently a request to enumerate
the registry key which was opened in step 1001 is received or intercepted (step 1002). The opened literal registry key may be of user scope, installation scope, system scope, or some applicable sub-scope. In some embodiments, the enumerate request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for enumerating a registry key. In another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the enumerate request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for native registry keys. In other embodiments, a registry filter driver facility conceptually similar to a file system filter driver facility may be provided by the operating system 210. A practitioner skilled in the art may create a registry filter driver, to which the operating system 210 passes requests to perform registry operations, thus providing a mechanism to intercept registry operation requests. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of registry key function, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of registry key functions.

The enumerate request contains a literal key handle. The virtual key name associated with the handle is determined by querying the operating system 210 for the literal name associated with the handle. The rules engine is consulted to determine the virtual name associated with the literal name, if any.

A rule determining how the registry key operation is processed (step 1004) is obtained by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the virtual key name of the virtual registry key to be enumerated is used to locate in the rules engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular virtual registry key and, in some of these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual key name is the rule applied to the request. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat registry key database. In some embodiments, the virtual key name corresponding to the virtual key handle in the request is used as an index into a rules engine to locate one or more rules that apply to the request. In some embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. The rule lookup may occur as a series of decisions, or the rule lookup may occur as a single database transaction.

If the rule action is not "isolate" (step 1006), but is "ignore" or is "redirect", then a request to enumerate the literal key is passed to the operating system 210 using the literal key handle, and the enumeration results, if any, are stored in the working data store (step 1012), and step 1030 is executed as described later.

In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument. In other embodiments, a registry filter driver facility conceptually similar to a file system filter driver facility may be provided by the operating system 210. In these embodiments, enumerating the literal registry key may be achieved by responding to the original request to enumerate the key by signaling to the registry filter manager to process the unmodified request in the normal fashion.

If the rule action determined in step 1010 is "isolate", then the system scope is enumerated. To achieve this, the candidate key is identified as the system-scope key corresponding to the virtual key to be enumerated. The candidate key is enumerated, and the results of the enumeration are stored in a working data store (step 1014). In some embodiments, the working data store is comprised of a memory element. In other embodiments, the working data store comprises a database or a key or a solid-state memory element or a persistent data store.

Next, a subroutine is called to cycle through the installation scopes the candidate key is identified as the installation-scope instance of the virtual key, and the category of existence of the candidate key is determined (step 1015). If the candidate key has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 1042).

In some embodiments, the candidate registry key may be associated with metadata indicating that the candidate registry key has been deleted. In some embodiments, metadata about a registry key may be stored in a distinguished value held by that key, with the existence of that value hidden from ordinary application usage of registry APIs. In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a registry key may be stored directly in the literal key name, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the key by virtual name check for possible variations of the literal key name due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the key itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal name. In other embodiments, the metadata indicator may be encoded in a sub-key name or a registry value name instead of the key name itself. In still other embodiments, a registry key system may directly provide the ability to store some 3rd party metadata for each key. In some embodiments, metadata is stored in a database or other repository separate from the registry database. In some embodiments, a separate sub-scope may be used to store keys that are marked as deleted. The existence of a key in the sub-scope indicates that the key is marked as deleted.
If instead, in step 1015, the candidate key does not have negative existence, the candidate key is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each sub-key in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Sub-keys with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and sub-keys with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding sub-key if one is already present in the working data store (step 1016).

In either case, the candidate key is identified as the user-scope instance of the virtual key, and the category of existence of the candidate key is determined (step 1017). If the candidate key has "negative existence", i.e. it or one of its ancestors in the scope is marked as deleted, then within this scope it is known to be deleted, and this is indicated by flushing the working data store (step 1044). If instead the candidate key does not have negative existence, the candidate key is enumerated and any enumeration results obtained are merged into the working data store. In particular, for each sub-key in the enumeration, its category of existence is determined. Sub-keys with negative existence are removed from the working data store, and sub-keys with positive existence, i.e. those that exist and are not marked as placeholders and are not marked as deleted, are added to the working data store, replacing the corresponding sub-key if one is already present in the working data store (step 1018), followed by step 1030 as described below.

Then, for all three types of rules, step 1030 is executed. The rules engine is queried to find the set of rules whose filters match immediate children of the requested key, but do not match the requested key itself (step 1030). For each rule in the set, the existence of the virtual child whose name matches the name in the rule is determined. In some embodiments, this is determined by examining the appropriate scope and the metadata associated with the virtual child. In other embodiments, this is determined by attempting to open the key. If the open request succeeds, the virtual child has positive existence. If the open request fails with an indication that the virtual child does not exist, the virtual child has negative existence.

If the child has positive existence, it is added to the working data store, replacing any child of the same name already there. If the child has negative existence, the child in the working data store corresponding to the virtual child, if any, is removed. (Step 1032). Finally, the constructed enumeration is then returned from the working data store to the requestor (step 1020).

A practitioner of ordinary skill in the art realizes that the layered enumeration process described above can be applied with minor modification to the operation of enumerating a single scope which comprises a plurality of sub-scopes. A working data store is created, successive sub-scopes are enumerated and the results are merged into the working data store to form the aggregated enumeration of the scope.

Referring now to Fig. 17, and in brief overview, one embodiment of the steps taken to create a key in the isolation environment 260 is shown. A request to create a key is received or intercepted (step 1102). The request contains a key name, which is treated as a virtual key name by the isolation environment 260. An attempt is made to open the requested key using full virtualization using applicable rules, i.e. using appropriate user and installation scope, as described above (step 1104). If access is denied (step 1106), an access denied error is returned to the requestor (step 1109). If access is granted (step 1106), and the requested key is successfully opened (step 1110), the requested key is returned to the requestor (step 1112). However, if access is granted (step 1106), but the requested key is not opened successfully (step 1110) then if the parent of the requested key also does not exist (step 1114), an error appropriate to the request semantics is issued to the requestor (step 1116). If on the other hand, the parent of the requested key is found in full virtualized view using the appropriate user and installation scope (step 1114), a rule then determines how the key operation is processed (step 1118). If the rule action is "redirect" or "ignore" (step 1120), then the virtual key name is mapped directly to a literal key name according to the rule. Specifically, if the rule action is "ignore", the literal key name is identified as exactly the virtual key name. If instead, the rule action is "redirect", the literal key name is determined from the virtual key name as specified by the rule. Then a request to create the literal key is passed to the operating system 210, and the result is returned to the requestor (step 1124). If on the other hand, the rule action determined in step 1120 is "isolate", then the literal key name is identified as the instance of the virtual key name in the user scope. If the literal key already exists, but is associated with metadata indicating that it is a placeholder or that it is deleted, then the associated metadata is modified to remove those indications, and it is ensured that the key is empty. In either case, a request to open the literal key is passed to the operating system 210 (step 1126). If the literal key was opened successfully (step 1128), the literal key is returned to the requestor (step 1130). If on the other hand, in step 1128, the requested key fails to open, placeholders for each ancestor of the literal key that does not currently exist in the user scope (step 1132) and a request to create the literal key using the literal name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result is returned to the requestor (step 1134).

Still referring to Fig. 17, and in more detail, a request to create a key is received or intercepted (step 1102). In some embodiments, the request is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system 210 function or functions for creating the key. In another embodiment, a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created.
For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for key operations. For embodiments in which a separate operating system 210 function is provided for each type of key operation, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of key operations.

The request contains a key name, which is treated as a virtual key name by the isolation environment 260. In some embodiments, the virtual key name may be expressed as a combination of a handle to a parent key, and the relative path name to the descendant key. The parent key handle is associated with a literal key name, which is itself associated with a virtual key name. The requestor attempts to open the virtual key using full virtualization using applicable rules, i.e. using appropriate user and installation scope, as above described (step 1104). If access is denied during the full virtualized open operation (step 1106), an access denied error is returned to the requestor (step 1109). If access is granted (step 1106), and the requested virtual key is successfully opened (step 1110), the corresponding literal key is returned to the requestor (step 1112). However, if access is granted (step 1106), but the virtual key is not opened successfully (step 1110) then the virtual key has been determined not to exist. If the virtual parent of the requested virtual key also does not exist, as determined above (step 1114), an error appropriate to the request semantics is issued to the requestor (step 1116). If on the other hand, the virtual parent of the requested virtual key is found in full virtualized view using the appropriate user and installation scope (step 1114), then a rule that determines how the create operation is processed is located (step 1118) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat key database. In some embodiments, the virtual key name provided for the requested key is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular key and, in some of these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual key name is the rule applied to the request. In some embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in FIG. 17 as a single database transaction or single lookup into a key, the rule lookup may be performed as a series of rule lookups.

If the rule action is "redirect" or "ignore" (step 1120), the virtual key name is mapped directly to a literal key name according to the rule (step 1124). If the rule action is "redirect" (step 1120), the literal key name is determined from the virtual key name as specified by the rule (step 1124). If the rule action is "ignore" (step 1120), the literal key name is determined to be exactly the virtual key name (step 1124). If the rule action is "ignore" or the rule action is "redirect", a request to create the literal key using the determined literal key name is passed to the operating system 210 and the result from the operating system 210 is returned to the requestor (step 1124). For example, a request to create a virtual key named "key 1" may result in the creation of a literal key named "Different key 1." In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument (step 1124). In other embodiments, a registry filter driver facility conceptually similar to a file system filter driver facility may be provided by the operating system 210. In these embodiments, creating the literal registry key may be achieved by responding to the original request to create the virtual key by signaling to the registry filter manager to reparse the request using the determined literal key name.

If the rule action determined in step 1120 is not "ignore" or "redirect" but is "isolate," then the literal key name is identified as the instance of the virtual key name in the user scope. If the literal key already exists, but is associated with metadata indicating that it is a placeholder or that it is deleted, then the associated metadata is modified to remove those indications, and it is ensured that the key is empty.

In some embodiments, metadata about a registry key may be stored in a distinguished value held by that key, with the existence of that value hidden from ordinary application usage of registry APIs. In some embodiments, small amounts of metadata about a registry key may be stored directly in the literal key name, such as by suffixing the virtual name with a metadata indicator, where a metadata indicator is a string uniquely associated with a particular metadata state. The metadata indicator may indicate or encode one or several bits of metadata. Requests to access the key by virtual name check for possible variations of the literal key name due to the presence of a metadata indicator, and requests to retrieve the name of the key itself are hooked or intercepted in order to respond with the literal name. In other embodiments, the metadata indicator may be encoded in a sub-key name or a registry value name instead of the key name itself. In still other embodiments, a registry key system may directly provide the ability to store some 3rd party metadata for each key. In some embodiments, metadata could be stored in a database or other repository separate from the registry database. In some embodiments, a separate sub-scope may be used to store keys that are marked as deleted. The existence of a key in the sub-scope indicates that the key is marked as deleted.

In specific ones of these embodiments, a list of deleted keys or key system elements may be maintained and consulted to optimize this check for deleted keys. In these embodiments, if a deleted key is recreated then the key name may be removed from the list of deleted keys. In others of these embodiments, a key name may be removed from the list if the list grows beyond a certain size.
In one embodiment of the process 2701, when a candidate key is found in the first installation scope, determinations are made as to whether or not a candidate key name was found in the first installation scope (step 2702). If a candidate key name is found then a check is done as to whether or not this found candidate key name has a negative existence indicating that that found file has been marked for deletion or is otherwise no longer present in the installation scope (step 2704). When the candidate key name has a negative existence, a check is done to determine if there are more installation scopes within the isolation environment 260. When the candidate key name does not have a negative existence, then a value is returned to the main method 811 indicating that the candidate key name has a positive existence (step 2708). If after step 2724, it is determined that a candidate key name was not found (step 2702), then the isolation environment 260 is analyzed to determine if there are additional installation scopes present in the isolation environment 260 (step 2710). When it is determined that there are additional installation scopes present, a second candidate key name is identified in the next installation scope (step 2712). Once the next installation scope is analyzed, it is determined whether or not a candidate key name was found in that installation scope (step 2714). When a candidate key name is found, that key is then checked to determine whether or not is has a negative existence (step 2704), or a neutral existence (step 2706). If a second candidate key name is not found, then a check is done as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes (step 2710). When no more additional installation scopes are identified (step 2710), a check is done as to whether a candidate key name was found during the last check (step 2724, step 2712), and if no key name is found, a negative value is returned to the main method 811 (step 2722). If a candidate key name is found (step 2716), then it is determined whether or not the found candidate key name has a neutral existence (step 2718). When the candidate key name has a neutral existence, a neutral value is returned to the main method 811 (step 2720), and when the candidate key name does not have a neutral existence, a negative value is returned to the main method 811 (step 2722).

Further referring to Fig. 18 in more detail, in one embodiment of the subroutine 2701, a candidate key name is identified in the first installation scope (step 2724). Other embodiments may include a subroutine 2701 that checks for the candidate key name in the last installation scope or in another installation scope where the location of the installation scope is either a user-defined value or a pre-determined value. Still further embodiments include a subroutine 2701 where the first installation scope is the installation scope that has the highest priority within the isolation environment 260. Embodiments of the subroutine 2701 may include a first installation scope that is the lowest priority installation scope within the isolation environment 260, a first installation scope that has the highest priority within a sub-scope of installation scopes, or a first installation scope that has the lowest priority within a sub-scope of installation scopes. It is then determined whether or not a candidate key name was found in the first installation scope (step 2702). In one embodiment of the process 2701, when a candidate key is found in the first installation scope, determinations are made as to whether the key name has a negative existence (step 2704), a neutral existence (step 2706), or a positive existence (step 2708). When a key name has a negative existence, further determinations are made as to whether or not there are additional installation scopes (step 2710), if there are no other installation scopes then a verification is made that a candidate key name was found (step 2716) and a determination is made as to whether or not the candidate key name is neutral (step 2718) or negative (step 2722). When a key name does not have a negative existence, a determination is made as to whether the key name has a neutral existence (step 2706), and if the candidate key does not have a neutral existence (step 2706), then a positive value indicating a candidate key name with a positive existence is returned to the main process 811 (step 2708). If a key name has a neutral existence then a check is done as to whether or not additional installation scopes are included in the isolation environment 260 (step 2710), if they are no other installation scopes then a verification is made that a candidate key name was found (step 2716) and a determination is made as to whether or not the candidate key name is neutral (step 2718) or negative (step 2722).
In one embodiment, when a candidate key name is not found in the first installation scope, a determination is made as to whether or not there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 2710). Other embodiments may be configured to search through a pre-determined number of installation scopes. When additional installation scopes exist, a next installation scope is searched to identify a candidate key name (step 2712). In one embodiment, the next installation scope is the installation scope that is one priority level less than the priority level of the previously checked installation scope. For example, in this embodiment if the previously checked installation scope was the first installation scope with the highest priority, then the next installation scope would be the installation scope with the second highest priority. When additional installation scopes do not exist, a determination is made as to whether or not a candidate key name was previously identified (step 2716). In one embodiment, a previously identified candidate key name would include keys identified by the method 811 before a check was made as to the existence of additional installation scopes.

When additional installation scopes are included within the isolation environment 260, the method attempts to identify a candidate key in each installation scope (2712). In one embodiment, a determination is made as to whether or not a candidate key was found (step 2714), and if a candidate key was found, the file is then analyzed to determine if the key has a negative existence (step 2704), a neutral existence (step 2706), or a positive existence (step 2708). When a candidate key name is not found (2714), then a check is made for more installation scopes (step 2710), and if there are no additional installation scopes, it is verified that a candidate key was found (step 2716). If a candidate key was not found, a negative value is returned (step 2722), and if a candidate key is found, then a determination is made as to whether the candidate key is neutral (step 2718).

Illustrated in Fig. 19 is one embodiment of a subroutine 2741 called by the method 1003 in Fig. 16. In one embodiment, a subroutine 2741 is called by the process 1003 in Fig. 16 to cycle through all installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260, and identify an installation scope with a positive existence. After storing the enumerated system scope results in a working data store (step 1014), a first installation scope candidate is identified (2742). A determination is made as to whether or not the first installation scope candidate has a negative existence (2744). When the first installation scope has a positive existence, a positive value is returned to the main process 1003 (step 2746), and the installation scope is enumerated into the working data store (step 1016). When the first installation scope has a negative existence, a check is made for the existence of additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 2748). If there are no additional installation scopes, then a negative value is returned to the main process 1003 (step 2754). If there are additional installation scopes, then a next candidate installation scope is identified (step 2750) and a determination is made as to whether or not the next installation scope has a negative existence (step 2744). A verification is made as to whether or not the next candidate installation scope.

Refering to Fig. 19 in more detail, when the subroutine 2741 is called from the main process 1003, an embodiment of which is illustrated in Fig. 16, a first installation scope candidate is identified (2742). In one embodiment, the first installation scope candidate is the installation scope that has a higher priority than all other installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. Other embodiments may include a first installation scope candidate that is the installation scope that has a lower priority than all other installation scopes included in the isolation environment 260. Still other embodiments may include a first installation sub-scope that has a higher priority than the other installation sub-scopes, or a first installation scope that has a higher priority than the other installation scopes included in a sub-isolation environment 260.

An embodiment of the process 2741 makes a determination as to whether or not the installation scope has a negative existence (step 2744). In one embodiment, when the installation scope does have a negative existence (step 2744), a check is made to determine whether or not the isolation environment 260 includes additional installation scopes (step 2748). In another embodiment, when the installation scope does not have a negative existence (step 2744), a positive value is returned to the main process 1003 (step 2746).

One embodiment of the method 2741 determines whether or not there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260 (step 2748). In one embodiment, when there exist no additional installation scopes, a negative value is returned to the main process 1003 (step 2746), while in another embodiment a next installation scope candidate is identified (step 2750) when there exist additional installation scopes within the isolation environment 260.

Another class of system-scope resources that may be virtualized using the techniques described above are named objects, which can include semaphores, mutexes, monitors, waitable timers, events, job objects, sections, named pipes, mail slots, or any other object that can be a resource for an application. These objects are characterized in that they typically exist only for the duration of the process which creates them. The name space for these objects may be valid over an entire computer (global in scope) or only in an individual user session (session scope).

Referring now to Fig. 20, and in brief overview, a request to create or open a named object is received or intercepted (step 1202). That request contains an object name which is treated as a virtual name by the isolation
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environment 260. A rule determining how to treat the request is determined (step 1204). If the rule indicates that the request should be ignored (step 1206), the literal object name is determined to be the virtual name (step 1207), and a request to create or open the literal object is issued to the operating system 210 (step 1214). If the determined rule is not to ignore the request, but indicates instead that the request should be redirected (step 1208), the literal object name is determined from the virtual name as specified by the redirection rule (step 1210) and a create or open request for the literal object is issued to the operating system (step 1214). If the rule does not indicate that the request should be redirected (step 1208), but instead indicates that the request should be isolated, then the literal object name is determined from the virtual name as specified by the isolation rule (step 1212) and a create or open command for the literal object is issued to the operating system 210 (step 1214). The handle of the literal object returned by the operating system 210 in response to the issued create or open command is returned to the program requesting creation or opening of the virtual object (step 1216).

0317 Still referring to Fig. 20, and in more detail, a request from a process to create or open a named object is intercepted (step 1202). The named object may be of session scope or it may be of global scope. In some embodiments, there quest is hooked by a function that replaces the operating system function or functions for creating or opening the named object. In another embodiment a hooking dynamically-linked library is used to intercept the request. The hooking function may execute in user mode or in kernel mode. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in user mode, the hooking function may be loaded into the address space of a process when that process is created. For embodiments in which the hooking function executes in kernel mode, the hooking function may be associated with an operating system 210 resource that is used in dispatching requests for system objects. The request to create or open the named object may refer to anyone of a wide variety of system-scope resources that are used for interprocess communication and synchronization and that are identified by a unique identifier including semaphores, mutexes, mutants, waitable timers, file-mapping objects, events, job objects, sections, named pipes, and mail slots. For embodiments in which a separate operating system function is provided for each type of object, each function may be hooked separately. Alternatively, a single hooking function may be provided which intercepts create or open calls for several types of objects.

0318 The intercepted request contains an object name which is treated as a virtual name by the isolation environment 260. A rule determining how to treat the request for the object is determined (step 1204) by consulting the rules engine. In some embodiments, the rules engine may be provided as a relational database. In other embodiments, the rules engine may be a tree-structured database, a hash table, or a flat file database. In some embodiments, the virtual name provided for the requested object is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request. In particular ones of these embodiments, multiple rules may exist in the rules engine for a particular object and, in these embodiments, the rule having the longest prefix match with the virtual name is the rule applied to the request. In some embodiments, a process identifier is used to locate in the rule engine a rule that applies to the request, if one exists. The rule associated with a request may be to ignore the request, redirect the request, or isolate the request. Although shown in FIG. 18 as a series of decisions, the rule lookup may occur as a single database transaction.

0319 If the rule indicates that the request should be ignored (step 1206), the literal object name is determined to be the virtual name, and a request to create or open the literal object is issued to the operating system 210 (step 1214). For example, a request to create or open a named object named "Object_1" results in the creation of an actual object named "Object_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument.

0320 If the rule determined by accessing the rules engine is not to ignore the request, but indicates instead that the request should be redirected (step 1208), the literal object name is determined from the virtual name as specified by the redirection rule (step 1210) and a create or open request for the literal object is issued to the operating system 210 (step 1214). For example, a request to create or open a named object named "Object_1" may result in the creation of an actual object named "Different_Object_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument.

0321 If the rule does not indicate that the request should be redirected (step 1208), but instead indicates that the request is isolated, then the literal object name is determined from the virtual name as specified by the isolation rule (step 1212) and a create or open command for the literal object is issued to the operating system 210 (step 1214). For example, a request to create or open a named object named "Object_1" may result in the creation of an actual object named "Isolated_Object_1". In one embodiment, this is accomplished by calling the original version of the hooked function and passing the formed literal name to the function as an argument.

0322 The literal name formed in order to isolate a requested system object may be based on the virtual name received and a scope-specific identifier. The scope-specific identifier may be an identifier associated with an installation scope, a user scope, a session scope, or some combination of the three. The scope-specific identifier is used to “mangle” the virtual name received in the request. For example, if the request for the named object "Object_1" is isolated for the installation scope whose associated identifier is "SA1", the literal name may be "Isolated AppScope SA1 Object 1". The following table identifies the effect of mangling the name of an object with session scope, or user scope, and an installation scope. Mangling with combinations of scopes combines the restrictions listed in the table.
[0323] For embodiments in which the operating system 210 is one of the WINDOWS family of operating systems, object scope may be modified by toggling the global/local name prefix associated with the object, which, for isolated applications, has the same effect as mangling the object name with a session-specific identifier. However, toggling the global/local name prefix also affects the object scope for non-isolated applications.

[0324] The handle of the literal object returned by the operating system 210 in response to the command issued in step 1214 to create or open the named object is returned to the program requesting creation or opening of the virtual object (step 1216).

**Application-Specific User Root**

[0325] Illustrated in Fig. 21A is one embodiment of the computing machine 200 configured to provide access to more than one user 238,240,242 and having user scopes configured to provide application-specific, user-specific native resources. The illustrated computing machine 200 includes the following components: an operating system 210 installed thereon; user sessions 238,240,242 indicative of user actions; and applications 202, 204, 206, 206' executing within the user sessions 238, 240, 242. The operating system 210 has a system root 216, an installation root 214, and a user root 212. Included within the system root 216 is a system scope 256 that further includes native resources 258 such as: a file system 218; a registry 220; and objects 222. The installation root 214 includes more than one installation scope 244, 246, 252, 248, 250, 254, where each installation scope is connected to another scope. Included within each installation scope are instances of native resources 258': 258", 258''' , 258 ""'. The user root 212 includes more than one user scope 2103, 2106, 2109, where each scope is associated with a user session 238,240,242 and each scope includes an instance of native resources. An isolation environment 260 is included within the operating system 210 that groups together the user root 212 and the installation root 214.

[0326] Referring to Fig. 21A and in more detail, the elements included within Fig. 21A are substantially similar to those included in Fig. 2B with the exception of a user root 212 that includes user scopes 2103, 2106, 2109 dedicated to storing application-specific, user-specified settings. A further exception is the applications executed by the third user within the third user session. In this user session, the third user executes two instances of a third application 206, 206'. In one embodiment, the user scopes 2103, 2106, 2109 include native resources that correspond to an application profile. Each application profile includes application-specific setting information. In one embodiment of the computing machine 200, a user, executing an application within a user session, alters the settings of the executing application. The altered settings are stored in an application profile which is further represented by a set of native resources included within the user scope. When a user executes that application, the application executes according to the altered application settings. An example of this includes a first user executing a first application 202 within a first user session 238. In this example, the user scope 2103 corresponding to the first application stores all of the first user-specified application settings for the first application, and makes those settings available to the first application each time the first application is executed by the first user. Further referring to this example, if the first user were to execute the first application in more than one isolation environment, the instance of the first application appearing in each isolation environment would have the same application-specific and user-specified application settings.

[0327] In one embodiment of the computing machine 200, a third user executing two instances of a third application 206, 206' within a third user session 242 is included. A user scope 2109 that includes native resources specific to the third application is also included within this embodiment. Each instance of the third application 206, 206', in this embodiment, is configured to execute within the third user session 242 according to those application-specific and user-specified resources included within the user scope 2109. Other embodiments may include a user scope 2109 that has sub-scopes configured to store setting information for more than one application.

[0328] One example of the computing machine depicted in Fig. 21A includes a first installation scope within a first isolation environment and associated with a first application. Included within the first installation scope is an executable component that is configured to execute the first application. Further included within a second isolation environment is
a second installation scope associated with the first application. Included within the second installation scope is an executable component that is configured to execute the first application. A user scope is included in each of the first isolation environment and the second isolation environment, where the user scope stores an application profile with user setting information specific to the execution of the first application. The choice of which application-specific user scope to include in an isolation environment, is based on which installation scope includes the an executable component. In this example, each of the first isolation environment and the second isolation environment had an installation scope with an executable component, where that installation scope corresponded to the first application. Based on the location of the first executable component, the user scope included in both the first isolation environment and the second isolation environment is a user scope that corresponds to the first application. In this example, as well as other examples, the choice of which user scope to include is referred to as defining the user scope. To define a user scope based on an association between the executable component and an application; is to determine which application the user scope corresponds to, based on which installation profile includes an executable component. Other embodiments include defining the user scope based on the first found executable component.

Illustrated in Fig. 21B is an embodiment of a block diagram of a virtual scope 2130 configured to aggregate more than one isolation scope to create a virtualized native resource view included within the virtual scope 2130. Within the virtual scope 2130 is an aggregation of the following isolation scopes: a user-application 1 scope 2120 corresponding to a first application; an installation scope corresponding to a first application 2124A; an installation scope corresponding to a second application 2124B; an installation scope corresponding to an N application 2124N; and a system scope 2126.

Further referring to Fig. 21B in more detail, in one embodiment of the virtual scope 2130, a user scope is included that contains native resources used by a first application to execute. In one embodiment, the native resources contained within the virtual scope 2130 are user-specified application settings that direct the application to execute according to user-specified settings. In another embodiment, the native resources contained within the virtual scope 2130 are application settings that correspond to an application profile for the first application. This application profile is generated based on user-specified setting information, and the profile dictates the manner in which the first setting should execute. The virtual scope 2130 can include, in some embodiments, a user scope 2120 that has a sub-scene dedicated to first application setting information, and additional sub-scopes dedicated to other application setting information. Still other embodiments of the virtual scope 2130 include a user scope with sub-scopes where at least one of the sub-scopes is dedicated to providing first application-specific setting information.

The installation scopes 2124A-2124N included within the virtual scope 262 depicted in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the system scope 2126 illustrated in Fig. 21B is substantially similar to the system scope 286 within the virtual scope 262 depicted in Fig. 4. Differences between Fig. 4 and Fig. 21B include installation scopes 2124A-2124N representative of applications such that a first installation scope 2124A is representative of a first application, a second installation scope 2124B is representative of a second application, and an N installation scope 2124N is representative of an N application.

Illustrated in Fig. 21C is a flowchart depicting a method 2203 for aggregating native resources found within isolation scopes. The method 2203 includes intercepting a request generated by a first application (step 2206), where the request is for an enumeration of a native resource (step 2206). An enumeration of system scope instances of the native resource is performed, and all encountered instances of the requested native resource are added to a virtualized native resource view (step 2209). The method 2203 further includes enumerating the native resource instances included in each installation scope (step 2212); and adding those resource instances found, and replacing those native resources that already exist within the virtualized native resource view with newly found native resource instances (step 2215). A determination is then made as to whether or not there exists a user scope that corresponds to the first application (step 2218). If a user scope exists that is configured to include first application-specific settings, then the first application/user scope is searched for an instance of the requested native resource (step 2221). When no user scope, corresponding to the first application, is found; a search is performed within the existing user scope for an instance of the requested native resource (step 2227). Once a search is performed either within a non-specific user scope, or a user scope that is specific to the first application; each of the found native resource instances are added to the virtualized native resource view and those resources already within the virtualized view are replaced with substantially similar resources found within one of the user scopes (step 2224).

Further referring to Fig. 21C and in more detail, aspects of the method 2203 that substantially correspond to those aspects of the method 401 illustrated in Fig. 3A may be embodied according to any of the embodiments or configurations in the above described method 401. Aspects of the method 2203 that differs from the method 401 illustrated in Fig. 3A are those that refer to determining a first application-specific user scope (step 2218), and further searching that application-specific user scope (step 2221). In one embodiment of the method 2203, a filter driver is used to determine whether or not an application-specific user scope exists, and to further search a known application-specific user scope. Other embodiments of the method 2203 include an application-specific user scope that includes first application setting information generated by a user and stored within the first application-specific user scope. Still other embodiments include a user scope with a sub-scene dedicated to providing an instance of native resources that are defined by a user and
that are used by the first application to execute according to user-specified parameters. Further embodiments include
a method 2203 that searches a first application-specific scope while the first application is executing within the same
user session and in a different isolation environment.

Claims

1. A method for retrieving user setting information from a user scope containing an application profile, the method
comprising:

- initializing a first isolation environment with a first installation scope associated with a first application, the first
  isolation environment including a user scope containing a first application profile corresponding to the first
  application;
- retrieving, from the first application profile, user setting information associated with configuring the first appli-
  cation;
- executing, within the first isolation environment, the first application according to the retrieved user setting
  information;
- initializing a second isolation environment with a second installation scope associated with the first application,
  the second isolation environment including the user scope containing the first application profile;
- retrieving, from the first application profile, the user setting information associated with configuring the first
  application; and
- executing, within the second isolation environment, the first application according to the retrieved user setting
  information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the user scope contains an instance of a native resource that corresponds to a
user-specific setting or configuration.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the user scope is associated with a user session.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the user scope is destroyed when the user session ends.

5. The method of claim 3, where the user session corresponds to a user such that any user-input or user-output
generated by the user is confined to the user session.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the application profile contains application-specific setting information.

7. A system for retrieving user setting information from a user scope containing an application profile, the system
comprising:

- means for initializing a first isolation environment with a first installation scope associated with a first application,
  the first isolation environment including a user scope containing a first application profile corresponding to the first
  application;
- means for retrieving, from the first application profile, user setting information associated with configuring the first
  application;
- means for executing, within the first isolation environment, the first application according to the retrieved user
  setting information;
- means for initializing a second isolation environment with a second installation scope associated with the first
  application, the second isolation environment including the user scope containing the first application profile;
- means for retrieving, from the first application profile, the user setting information associated with configuring the first
  application; and
- means for executing, within the second isolation environment, the first application according to the retrieved user
  setting information.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the user scope contains an instance of a native resource that corresponds to a user-
specific setting or configuration.

9. The system of claim 7, wherein the user scope is associated with a user session.
10. The system of claim 9, wherein the user scope is destroyed when the user session ends.

11. The system of claim 9, where the user session corresponds to a user such that any user-input or user-output generated by the user is confined to the user session.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the application profile contains application-specific setting information.
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